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Offices All Over Country Are Examination Proves That
Moses Lewis Killed His
Silent Because of
Partner With a
General

Special Assistant to U. S. At Jury at Estancla Finds Him
torney General Leaves
Not Guilty of Killing
Unexpectedly For
Colon el
East.
Chaves.

Shotgun.

"
PRISONER

HAS

GOVERNMENT

MAKES
NEW

BECOME ALARMED

GOVERNOR

feu era

CONFESSION

Between Companies Admits That He Fired Load Into
Neck and Throat of Victim
and Their Employes Has Not
and That His First
Yet Reached Stage Where
5tory Was Not
President Might Attempt
True.
Arbitration.
,

ur
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Roswell, N. M August 12. The
alleged confession of Moses I Lewis,
made at the county Jail here last
weak, that he haa murdered Leland
S. Terhune, his cousin and partner
In a farming enterprise
near here,
by striking the latter over the head
with a spade as a result of a quarrel
occasioned by Terhune s having ac
cused Lewis of thinking too much
of young Mrs. Terhune, was literally "shot to pieces" when Dr. C. M.
Mayes, after an examination of
's
body, which was found burled
in an Irrigation ditch on his farm
after a long search, declared that
the man had died from a gunshot
wound In his neck, Inflicted at ao
close range tnat the skin was powder
burned. When confronted with the
details of this examination,
Lewis
"reconfessed," and admitted slipping
up to Terhuno
and shooting him
down.
His First Story.
Lewis made his confession
last
week only when Mrs. Terhune aged
22, and 12 years his junior.
was
brought into his cell, handcuffed and
in tears, begging him to confess and
free her from the charge. He broke
down then and said he had killed
Terhune with a spade. He gave a
story that excited some pity in his
behalf, owing to his alleged chivalrous action In defending Mrs. Terhune
from even her husband's slanders,
but the whole story la now known
to be false una It Is apparent that
he killed Terhune In order to attempt
to win the widow's affections. She
has been released from all blame in
the case.
Held Without Iloivl.
The coroner's Jury has ordered
Lewis held without bond for killing
Terhune with a shot gun.
Lewis Is apparently beside himself and he refuses now to divulge
anything further than
his second
confession that he did kill Terhune
as Dr. Mayes has said. He fails to
Impress the officers that he killed
the man during a quarrel, as they
believe he slipped up to the victim
without giving him any warning, and
shot him down. There may have
been a quarrel but the officers do
not believe there was any such trouHotli Well Mkiil.
At the Inquest it was brought out
that Terhune had been arrested six
weeks ago on a minor charge, but
the justice who Issued the warrant
Immediately, explained to the jury
that It had been a mistake and that
Terhune was Immediately exonerated.
After the killing, from blood spots
on the wagow used by the two men.
It is apparent
that Terhune was
ditch,
to the Irrigation
hauled
through which no water was then
running, and his body dumped in
and burled. Hut for an unusually
heavy now having washed the dirt
off part of the clothing, It Is probable that the body might nevor have
been found.
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Ran Appointed Late Today-W- ell
Tennessee
Known In Lc;a.l Circles-O- ld
Down a Schooner but Lat-ter'- s
Friend of Executive.
Crew Was Saved.

Steamer

FREIGHT STEAMER
NICARAGUA

Santa Fe Central Has Made
Record Breaking
Shipments. '

DISTRICT ATTORNEY R. C.
IS STILL RECEIVING
GORTNER RESIGNED OFFICE
MISSING
BIG CONSIGNMENTS
i

Wilson's
Steamer Province via
Point, Conn., August 12. The Nepl,
tune line steamer Tennessee,
collided with an unknown
morning.
steamer oft Stratford this
The Tennessee Immediately anchored
and her passengers were taken off by
Maine. The schooner
the steamer
sunk but her crew was saved.
Steamer Missing.
No word having been received regarding the British freight steamer
Nicaragua since she passed Virginia
bound,
Capes on June 8. outward
hope for r safety has been abandoned at Dublin, where she should
have arrived not later than June 22.
Captain Shackleford and a crew of
140 men were aboard the Nicaragua,
which was heavily laden with phosphate rock. It Is feared that she was
struck by an Iceberg.

Santa Fe,

west-boum-

TKAMI Til KOW X OFF,
HLOWS VI TWAIN.
Willlamsport, Pa., August i2. A
tramp who was put off a Pensyl-vanl- a
railroad train at Ktdgeway,
under
Pa., exploded
the cars and five men were injured.
nitro-glycerl-
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N. M., August 12. (Sie-cla- l)
Judge A. B. Fall, of Three
Rivers, one of the best known attorg
neys In the southwest, and a
if rlend of the new executive, was today appointed attorney general, vice
Colonel George W. Prlchard, resigned.
Judge Fall, It Is understood
will
accept the office. He made the
speech of welcome upon the occasion
of the Inauguration of Governor Curry, and has been d'retty closely Identified with the new executive since he
entered the territory on his return
from Samar, P. I.
As an attorney, Judge Fall has no
superiors and he Is considered
as
a safe legal and advisory official by
all w ho know him. He U a man of
the southwest and knows every one
of any prominence In New Mexico
and Arizona.
Jt is understood that Judge Fall
win assume me duties or ins ornce
at once.
Gorliirr'sj Iteslgnallon Not Accepted.
Jt. C. Gortner, district attorney for
the First Judicial district, and assistant to tho attorney general, today
tendered his resignation to the new
governor. Jt was not accepted and
It Is understood that there will be
no Immediate change In this office.
It Is understood that several other
resignations were tendered the new
governor by territorial officials.
Young Man Gets Good Job.
Elmer Marsh, one of the brightest
young jnen in Santa Fe, w ho acted as
Hager-mathe messenger to
was today appointed as deputy
clerk of the First Judicial district
court by F. C. Wilson, the new clerk.
Mr. Wilson tiled a bond of llu.uuo,
furnished through a bonding company.
life-lon-
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Leadvllle, Colo., August 12.
she scorned his attentions and
threatened to Inform her husband
if she was rurther molested by him,
Joseph Lelty, a Swiss smelter worker, at 2:3U o'clock this afternoon
fired three bullets from a .3S calibre revolver Into the body of Mrs.
Albaney Cerise at her home In
Strlngtown, causing wounds that resulted in death a short time later.
Lelty then ran to his own caoin, a
short distance away, where he blew
Ills brains out with the same weapon with which he killed Mrs. Cerise.
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Manta Fe, N. M.. August 10.
(Siieelul.) Ormaby McHarg. special
unsisinnt to me United States attor- -'
ney general and who has been In
charge of the work of Investigating
land frauds In this territory, left for
Washington quietly yesterday morning In response to a telegram from
his superior. There Is considerable
speculation here as to why he was
recalled and this speculation, It is
said, even extends to the other special officers associated with McHarg.
It Is understood that several other
special agents will take their departure in the near future.
Now Clerk In Charge
F. C. Wilson, new clerk of the
first judicial district court, appointed to succeed A. M. Hergere who
resigned, took charge of the office
today. E. P. Holcomb, the temporary clerk, is not doing anything at
present and it Is not known where
he will now turn his attention.
Santa Fe is taking a rest after the
strenuous days of the Inauguration.
To be sure there are still rumors
floating around but there are always
rumors In official Santa Fe.
Governor Working Hard.
Oovernor Curry is working hard.
He was at his office early today and
he received a large number of people
there during the morning hours.
KoslgnutiotiH Not Accepted.
Several other territorial officials
Among
tendered their resignations.
them were Howard Vaughn, territorial treasurer and Marlon Llttrell,
prison superintendent. The new governor did. not accept these resignations.
Other KcHlgiwfioiirt.
It Is understood tnat certain district attorneys will resign In the near
Is
nothing
future although there
definite.
of territorial
Several member!
boards, it Is said, have offered th'ela
resignations at the governor's pleasure.
MIhs Olscn Will IteninJn.
Miss Clara Olson, private secretary of Governor Otero, private secretary to Governor Hagerman and
acting In that capacity at present, it
is understood here, will retain her
position. Miss Olsen Is thoroughly
familiar with the duties of the executive office and In fact with the
whole nffalrs of the territory and Is
considered an Invaluable aid to an
executive.
Gout Oil InsM-etor- .
It Is reported here that the office
of coal oil Inspector will be given
to some one else besides James Dunof the council
can, late member
from San Miguel county. There are
a number of men spoken of for the
position hut It Is not definitely
known who will get the Job. Kalph
Hunt, who Is now In Albuquerque, Is
mentioned for the position. There
are several others who are. It Is said.
being considered.
The friends of
Governor Curry are pleased with the
manner In which he has taken up his
task. He displays a coo! head, good
Judgment and a knowledge of conditions entirely unexpected In some
quarters and he Is using them to advantage In his official ucts.
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Trains Kuril I "p.
August 12. The Southern
Kxpress was derailed today ill the
tunnel of iitsaurto near AKiska an I
liter was run Into by a freight train.
Until trains caught tile but no one
was killed.
I.n.-sNear corner of Central and
'
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hack
lln.:'dw !V.
comb. Finder return to room 212
Occidental I .if-.- building, m J
.
toward.
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Defendant Was Strongest Witness
For Himself, and He Absolutely
Denied AH of Prosecution's
Main Points Against
Him.

"The Santa Fe Central railway has
handled over one million pounds of
wool this season and Is still recelv
Ing shipments," said S. V. Grlmshaw,
general manager of that line, who
spent today in this city on business.
"I am very much pleased with the
prosperity shown all along our line
and of which we are enjoying ouc
proportion.
"The Kstancia valley In particular,
Is prosperous and the homesteaders
there are doing well for the time
they have been at work. The towns
along our line are building up rapid
ly and a substantial lot of men ure
at tile head of affairs.
The company Is erecting a new
depot at Willard which will do much
to accommodate the public because
It Is nearer to the town and more
commodious than under former con
ditlons.
Improving the I torn I.
"From Willard to Stanley we are
In
milking Improvements
'keeping
with the general upbuilding of that
section. We are repainting nnd re
pairing the buildings at Kstancia,
and Morlarly, building coal bins and
repairing our tracks.
We are also
making improvements
at Stanley
HAVE"
and expect to keep an operator SUSPECTS
now
on.
Fine water has
there from
been struck at thin iolnt at a depth
or some 140 feet, it Is soft and cold
BEEN RELEASED
Stanley Is
and in good quantities.
gaining In population and promises
to be one of the best towns In the
lloiilder, Colo.. August 12. Richvalley.
ard Woodruff and Frank Klser have
liiisliicsH lncrcoHliiir.
"The ticket sales of the Santa Fe been released from custody, the evi
Central railway are Increasing. The dence collected not Implicating them
people who filed on homesteads dur- in the direct act of Fetting tire to the
depot. J. W. Heeves. the brakeman
ing the past months are now return
ing from the east and we handle an of the Colorado & Northwestern rail
average of four or five carloads of road. Is still being held, and he will
All
Implements, household goods, live- be questioned this afternoon.
the circumstantial evidence collected,
stock, etc., each week.
nearly
all
of
"The horses and mules these peo- and this is the nature have,
points
far
ple are bringing into the valley are the ofllcers so
the
knowledge
of
strongly
to
his
capable
well
ami
animals,
bred
fine
was committed.
It
of doing much heavier farm work crime 'before
Sheriff Itartels and Kdward Hgg.
than the native animals.
& Southern seColorado
enthe
of
chief
big
traction
"There are two
gines operating plows In the valley cret service, believe they have the
and a large amount of sod Is being guilty man under arrest.
turned up. The crops planted In the
spring look well and promise a fair STKIkK UUF.AKFItS TAKF
FLACKS OF SWITCIIMF.X
yield.
Denver, Colo., August 12. New
"The newcomers are not discouoptimistic
hi
they
are
the switchmen's
and developments
ragedIn fact
say they have come to fctay. 1 have strike on the Colorado & Southern
not heard of half a dozen leaving the were not forthcoming yesterday. The
strike
valley after locating there.
road brought in twenty-Hv- e
expect to handle more sheep breakers and began the work of disthan ever this fall and winter and tributing them over the system to
the indications are that we will have replace the switchmen and trainmen
all we can care for."
who have gone out In. order to force
Mr. nrlinshaw will leave tonight the road to grant the advance of D'l
for his headquarters at Sant.i Fe.
cents a day which the switchmen in
yards are asking.
the tx-t-

Kstancia. N. M., August 12. (Special.) Jap Clark, who was found
guilty here last week of the murder
of James M. Chase und was sentenced to seven years in the penitenan
appeal on
tiary, was granted
by Judge Mann and he
Saturday
if
sum
in
uf
bund
$10, una.
tile
.ae
s are stockmen
i
'Ink's bondsmen
ff
?
fioin near Corona, New Mexico.
y
(
Jt
couu--.1
was
who
Attorney Ueiiehan.
MANSFIELD'S HEALTH
f. ,r Claik,
is highly indignant
jTAFI HURRVING TO
as aie a large number of people of
I
story
senalional
JStaiaia over the Morning
Journal
published in the
DYING 'MOTHER
IS NOT IMPROVED!
!,..; week to the effect that an attempt was made to free Clark and
that Cl.it k's guards had been changAugust 12.
Mass.,
Forehesler.
Saraanac Iike. N. Y.. August 12.
ed for th:'t reason. The story was a
mm iicliial photograph of a comet trawling through tlu :fky nt flic
ltiiMinrd Secretary Taft has wired that he will
are
Indications
that
according rule or llilrly miles u second. The nirvuLs or light around it are sum. The
gnat inj .slice to Clark, says
Mlllbury where his
M insilel 1, the actor
reach
Is not as well today
who
that photograph was
M Mr. Keiielian.
by I'lof. :. F.. lUtruuixl, nt Geneva, Wis., by means
w lien tie came to the Adirondack
mother is lying critically ill. Her
Clark did ii'd kill Chase and that he of tclfMilc cM-.ur- made wlilcli was of two lamr-- t anil Iwelte minute duration; as
Is
unchanged
ngo.
since her re
goes
condition
longer
He
no
Iivo weeks
wiii be cleared of tile cbaige on a
,
lapse or lual wee.
lientv the fetrcuUctl en cel.
July drives.
in his
second healing.
4
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miii
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Today-Resignati-

DANIEL'S COMET WILL BE AT

CLARK GIVES BOND

FDR

nouncement

Ter-hune-

ble.

Is Busy Getting Into the Harness.
A. B. Fall to Be Attorney
Is Made
Late
General-An-

i

Albuquerque thus far has Buffered
from the telegraphers' strike principally In lack of outside news and In
almost complete suspension of telegraph business. Thus far only one
man, an operator at the Western
L'nion office, who cult Saturday night
when the general strike order was received hei e, has joined the ranks of
the strikers, but it Is believed that
the Postal forces will go out If they
are ordered to do go, though
no
statement to that effect, or In fact to
aji y other effect except that his force
Is all at work, can be obtained from
the manager. He says business Is
(booming at his office, despite the
fact that so many large cities are un
able to handle business because of
the strike.
The fact that the Postal and West
Union operators are out In many
cities all over the country Is making
business slow, and all messages are
taken "subject to delay."
The Associated Press situation Is
unimproved and It is almost Impos
sible to give more than an abbreviated report, as the association is not
able to get Its matter over the wire,
Newspapers all over the world are
affected by this strike.
The government is not yet In a
position to interfere and suggest, arbitration, ibut unless the two parlies
to the strike reach an agreement In
a very few days, there Is little doubt
that President Roosevelt will take a
hand in the game. Already govern
mental business Is sadly crippled.
At New York.
New York, August 12. The Postal
and Western Union operators In this
lty went out today in sympathy wwn
the strikers at Los Angeles and Chi
cago, and from Indications here this
afternoon the strike has extended to
all parts of the country.
Has Force at Work.
Chicago, III., August 12. Both the
Western Union and the Postal companies here claim to be In better
shepe today than at any time since
The Western
the strike started.
at
Union claims to have 200 men
work and the Postal half that num
ber, (.facials o the union, however,
claim that neither company has one-thi- rl
the rumter claimed, and that
the men It has are students who are
unable to properly handle business.
Through tho Country.
Denver, Colo., August 12. The en
tire force of the l'ostal company
out
struck this morning. Twenty-foday and night operof twenty-fiv- e
ators went out.
August 12. All
Ga.,
Savannah,
the
Postal operators here joined
Western Union men In strike this
morning.
Salt Lake. Utah, August 12. The
entire l'ostal force of fifteen men
went out this morning.
Government Affected.
August 12.
Washington. D. C
Government officials fear that should
there be a general strike, it will seriously embarrass the federal government. Already the weather bureau
has felt the effect of the strike, but
the sitUHt!in has not yet reached
puch a stage as to permit of Interfer
enoe by the president.

ONE APPOINTMENT TODAY

No

Difficulty

JURORS DEBATED

CURRY MAKES

I

Kstancia, N. M.t August 12. (Spe
elul) "Not guilty" Is the verdict re
turned by the jury which sat In the
case of Domingo Valles, charged with
the killing of Col. J. Francisco Chav
es.
This not unexpected
verdict
came late Saturday night, after a de
liberation of twelve hours, during
which time, it is reported on the
streets, numerous ballots were taken
but never was the Jury more than
evenly divided. Twice the ballot box
showed a division of opinion six to
six, then the forces for acquittal began to gain ground. The deciding
ballot came at the twelfth hour. It
was just 12 o'clock, midnight, when
Jpdge Kdward A. Mann was aroused from his bed to receive the verdict.
Present In the court room were
but a few midnight stragglers, the
attorneys In the case, the defendant
the
and his family. All through
tedious trial, the wife und children
of the defendant had been present at
both night and day sessions and list
ened to the evidence.
Judge Mann then adjourned court-fo- r
want of funds, he having previously dismissed all the jurymen
not sitting in the trial of Valles.
The Deroiisc.
The beirlnninir of the afternoon
session on Friday, the fifth' day of
the trial of Domingo valles, round
the defense In the midst of its case.
Five witnesses were examined during the forenoon. Each of .hese flv
were strong witnesses for the defense toward proving an alibi for
them
the defendant, and none oforiginal
could be shaken from their
testimony.
f
The first witness the defense insession
troduced at the afternoon
was E. Sebedra. This witness gave
the
testimony tending to establish
whereabouts of Jose Sedlllo on the
night of the 26th of November an
also tending to establish the location
of the land marks, which served as
a stage for the drama enacted by
the people living In the vicinity of
the scene of the killing.
The evident purpose of the defense
nt that time was to show If possible,
that It would be Impossible for a
person to leave the home of Valles
after the time Valles was seen there
and reach Finos Wells by the time
of the killing.
Severul relief maps were drawn by
the witnesses for the defense showing two roads from the ranches of
the Lueras to Pinos Wells. And also
a route which led through a gap in
the mountains. The territory conthe
tended that this trail through
mountains was the route taken by
In
Wells
going
to
the
Finos
Valles
night of the murder. On cross examination District Attorney Clancy
asked the sterotype question: "What
relation ure you to the Lueras?"
i All
of the first six witnesses were
one relation or another to either the
Lueras or the Sedillos.
The seventh witness for the territory was George Lathrop, of Santa
Ke county, who testified that he slept
In the same room with Jacobo Sedlllo the night of the killing and saw
him the afternoon of the 26th at tile
place where some sheep were being
corralled.
Julius Myers was then put on the
stand to tesliry regarding the wagon
axle Valles was working on the night
The witness said that
of the 26lh.
he thought that the work Valles aid
have been done
axle
could
on the
lu a hulf hour. The iron was burnt
and had the appearance of having
been done hastily.
alien Takes Stand.
The next witness was Domingo
Valles, the defendant.
The temerity of Larrazolo In this
move was not miscalculated. Valles
was a good witness.
The court took a thirty minutes
recess, during which time the counsel for the defense sought an interview with his client.
Valles swore that he never had
any trouble with Colonel
Chaves:
colthat he had never asked for the preFrogreso
visiting
at
while
onel
vious to the murder; that he slept In
his room the night of the murder
iiii.l did not leave there at all that
night.
"Valles. you are charged with killing Colonel Ch ives; did you?"
"No.

"!)
"No.

ou know who did?"
seimr."
you
ever bear any hatred,
"Did
malice or animosity against Colonel
'haves?"
"No, minor."
"Did you ever see that gun before?" and Larrazolo held up in
front of the witness the gun the
had offered as having been
t mini lu the Valles home.
"No. senor."
These were a few of the questions
larrazolo asked Valles, uu.i the an-ers.
Larrazolo then measured the defendant's foot with a tape line.
The imprint and a tape line were
jury
n few of tlie things tti.it the
took with it when It retired.
The court room was packed while
Valles was on the stand.
with
continued
".'il
Larrazolo
(Continued en l'.r;i' six.)
ter-lito- iy

w

'ALBUQUERQUE

PAOB TWO.

sons.
Hit by pitched bnll Dlgneo. jj
Struck out By Galgano 5 In five innings; by Crable 3; by Lopes 5. Passed balls Pettus 1. Stolen bases
Clancy 1, Galgano 2. McHue 1, D.
Umpre,
Anderson.
Time, 1:45.

BROWNIES

JUST RECEIVED

Coombs.

SANTA

A large assortment of
and Brussels Rugs
and Carpets and a full
line of LinoleumEvery-thin- g
to furnish the house
In-grai-

WE CAN'T AND WILL NOT

Score 3 to 1
Gilt Edge

UN-

West End Viaduct
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PROBLEM
Shippers Concerned

by LacK

of Means of Trans-

portation.
Washington.

Auk.

12.

Several

months aso it might have been conjectured, from complaints about railroad rates and methods, that there

would be inaugurated an irresistible
movement looking: to the general
ami perhaps arbitrary reduction of
has not
rates. This anticipation
been realized by developments.
Although the railroads have begun
Increasing many rates, especially on
tommodlties, shippers are not objecting. Most of the protests which
the interstate cornmehce commission has received do not Beek reducof
tions in rates, but the elimination be,
Shippers appear to
Inequalities.
as a rule, satisfied with the tariffs.
,It is obvious that a new sentiment
Is (rwini in all parts of the country
particularly among shippers who un
derstand the transportation prooiem
There Is spreading a desire for Justice to and from the carriers.
Chief Need.
The chief need of the country, and
in develop
'it is observed principally
ing territories and large aistnoui-lcenters, is better service from
Shippers seem to be un
railroads.
animous in the opinion mat me enlargement of terminals, the construction of necessary extensions, the
building of more passing track, the
augmentation of motive power and
equipment, and the rapid and safe
transportation of freight constitute
country.
the nrlncloal needs of the
Shippers Insist, of course, that
fair.
rates should be reasonable and want
One center or town does not
in
advantage
any
another to have
Tates, and one class of shippers does
mot want another to enjoy a relative advantage In rates. But, out-aiof the questions of reasonableness and fairness, the rate problem
is not. with existing tariffs, of vital
importance.
Conflict CaiiM-- 8 Regret.
among govIt is a cause of regret officials
that
ernment and railroad
between the
there has been conflict commissions,
state
the
and
federal
antagonand financiers fear that thestate
comistic policies of several
to
may
carriers
the
hamper
munions
aceuch an extent as to prevent the Imnecessary
quisition of funds for
In
betterment.
provement
and
Canada the Dominion commission's
precedence over those of
orders have commissions,
and it is
Provincial
hoped that some such working arrangement will be found in the Unidone, and
ted States. If this car. be can
be incertain state commissions
or reaconservative
to
became
duced
sonable, the solution of transportation and rate problems will be facilitated.

m
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LOSS TO RAILROADS
OVKU S5.000.000.
Chicago, Aug. 12. Passenger rev-

they
enues and the extent to which
will be reduced by the the passage
numrate laws .by a large occuof
matters now
ber of states aredegree
attenof the
pying a large
tion of railroad financiers. It Is estimated that revenues from this
nource trf all the roads In the United
Htates amount to not less than $5.-0- d
000 a year. This is about
of the freight earnings and
h
of the gross earnings of
In
The normal increaseyear
the roads. earnings
from year to
passenger
are
when they
is aibout 7 per cent,
by legislative lnterfer- undisturbed
laws for time at least,
The
out this Inare expected to wipe do
not cause
entirely,
if they
crease
an actual reduction 1" the revenues
as compared with previous years.
may
Just what the reductions
amount to may be better understood
when it is stated that rates between
Chicago and St. Paul huve been cut
24 per cent by the changes in the
laws, while the rate from Chicago to
Omaha and Kansas City have been
cut 27 S per tent.
No other source of Income may be
expected to make good the loss suffered by the reductions. The freightIt
division of the service will have all
can do to take care of itself.
Among experienced passenger officials the opinion does not obtain that
the retravel will be increased by necessary
duced rates to the extent
to make good the loss. They rather
Incline to the opinion that the loss
will be a dead one, which the owners
of i he railroad property will have to
pocket themselves.
CAB IS SAITP! YlCK
IX TlllMi:it STORM
"The safest place on earth to be
during a thunder storm." tali the
old engineer, "Is on a locomotive. I
have been riding In the cab of an
engine fur the last (If ten yttrg; I
one-thir-

one-fourt-

strike the
have seen the
telegraph Doles: I have seen the
blinding shafts shoot into the ground
I have seen its phantastic names oi
iblue play along the wires as the
train sped through the night, but I
nave yet to see Its bolt strike an
engine.
'
"Why this is so I do not know,
but I do know that It is so. I think
it Is because an engine is always
ipregnant with electricity. I have
seen the little blue flames shooting
aibout the machinery of my engine as
1 have made it exert Itself going up
steep grades and I have concluded
that the locomotive becomes a conductor of electricity, carrying the
lightning to the earth without the
knowledge of its presence except as
it can be seen in the form of Are.
"I certainly have run a locomoI
tive through some fierce storms.
have been at the throttle when the
.lightning's flashes were too bright
for my headlight to have any effect
and the tall lights of the train showed no more than If they had not
been there; I have strained my eyes
to penetrate the darkness ahead after a blinding flash of electricity
from the heavens: all this have I
experienced but I have yet to see or
know of a case where lightning
a locomotive."
struck

depot

XKW YAHIW AM)
TO HE Ul'lLT AT GLOBE
Olobe, AtIz., Aug 12. All preliminary arrangements for the new

yards and buildings of the
Globe and Northern
have been completed and It is expected that the work of construction will be started In a very short
y
time. C. D. Heppy,
agent for the Randolph lines, has
closed two deals by which the road
requires all of the additional land
necessary
for the improvements
which have been long contemplated
by the company and which have
been made imperative by the vast
increase In the amount of tariff of
the company during the past two
years. Mr. Reppy paid to Charles
Martin administrator or the Wind-millestate, $3,200 for a lot on
Broad street owned by the estate,
railroad

Cilia Valley,

right-of-wa-

er

When the carpenters employed on
the new Harvey and round houses
In eourse of
construction at Williams. Arizona, were informed that
orders had been received to reduce
their dally wage from $4.25, eight
hours, to $3.50. eight hours, the
news of the reduction aroused much
indignation among
the workmen,
who are members of the carpenter's
union, and they immediately decided to quit work, and. locking up
their tools, they discarded their laboring clothes and sauntered up town
to await until some action could be
taken whereby matters would be
Chas. K. Johnson, district passenger agent of the Nlckle Plate lines,
with headquarters at Denver, arrived
in the city this morning. Mr. Johnson has been making a trip through
the southwest in the interests of the
Nlckle Plate, nnd is now en route
to Denver.
After a stay of a few
hours here he left for home.
e
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A. F. Huckel,
of Kansas City,
manager of the Fred Harvey curio
exhibition, was a visitor in the city
yesterday.
Accompanying him was
his secretary, C. E. Zlmmer.
m
m
V. ' Mulllnlx,
S.
master
former
mechanic at Raton, now connected
with the Rock Island at Topeka, has
been in Raton the past week calling

mends.
e
a
Frank Hays, foreman of the paint
gang at Lamy. was In Las Vegas on
a business trip yesterday.
on

S. B. Grlmshaw, general manager
of the Kanta Fe Central railway,
arrived In the city yesterday from
Santa Fe.

An attenuated youth
whose
sir
name is Lopez and whose adobe
Is
to be round within the
domicile
sacred precincts of the ancient city
of Santa Fe pitched some classical
base ball at Traction park yesterday
and let Ole JUatson's
afternoon
Brownies down with one lonely
scratch hit.
It was an apparently harmless, unassuming tf base ball hits can be
unassuming
that
little blngle
bounced evasively around the shins
of the willowy
form until Ual- (T&no had safely reached
the first
sack, but it was a tut lust the same
and saved the ever victorious Brown
ies the mortification of having a man
from Santa Fe pitch a no hit game
against them. Ulowever, It may be
said that Lopes pitched a masterly
game and had he teen backed up as
efficiently as were Galgano and Cra-blhe would have won..
The score was 3 to 1 In favor of
the home team, but It doesn't reilcct
the fiasco that the 700 fans in 'he
grand stand paid to see.
The Ancients went to bat first and
the first thins; George Parsons, the
first man up, did was to crack out a
two bagger in the left field. Parsons
loafed around second until after a
couple of balls were thrown and then
atempted to steal third. The attempt
was made at an opportune moment.
Cap McDonald had muffed a swift
t,
and the ball rolled ten
feet behind him. Cap recovered the
ball and threw to catch the thief.
who was by this time skidding along
within a few feet of the coveted sack.
The throw was a bad one. It was
low, and as Rathburn failed to get In
front of it, the ball went a hundred
feet along theleft Held foul line,
while Parson ambled home. It was
a gift pure and simple, and It had
much to do with the future history
of the game. Th Ur.iwnn had gone
Into the field with cr.e inlentloti of
shutting the visitors .Hit, and with
this air castle was shattered, all they
semcd to care to do. Judging from
the way they ran bases was to win.
That is the way it appeared to a
man in the grand stand- The Brownies made two runs In thj
Initial Inning, both presents, and one
In the third, which was also handed
them on a sliver platter. Kunz the
first batter up knocked a little one
down In front of the plate and was
thrown out by Lopez. Clancy slammed a long fly into the left garden.
Dlgneo let the ball go to terra flrma,
after juggling it for a brace of seconds, gave Clancy a life, and right
there the trouble began. The clumsy
kid stole second. Ualgano hit trie
next one to George Parsons at first
'base.. Parsons got the ball alright,
but he didn't know what to dii with
It so Galgnno went to first and Clancy
to third and then to the plate In the
few minutes the Ancients explored
the aerial regions. Crable tlyed out to
Dlgneo, but the fans were to witness
another balloon ascencion before ihe
Inning ended. This second spectac-la- r
aerial performance came off when
Mcliue hit to W. Parsons at short.
Parsons fielded the ball well enough
but he didn't want his brother to get
It at first so he threw It away. When
the Indefatigable George finally dug
tho horse hide from the marsh In the
right field, Galgano had crossed the
plate and McHue had gone to second. The inning closed by Pettus
fielding a ball in front of the plate
and throwing Rathburn out at first.
The third run, made by the Browns
In tho third Inning, was made by
Kunx by an error, a stolen base, and
Galgano's hit.
After this display of erratic playing, the Ancients setled down and put
up a very good quality of base bail.
The Browns did the same as far as
field Is concerned, but Clancy and
Galgano did some base running
stunts, which Manager Matson should
remember on the day of Judgment.
Both of these very remarkable exhibitions of base running were pulled
off In the sixth inning. Clancy was
again given a base on an error of
Dlgneo, with no outs, but the clumsy
kid had an insane desire to stretch
one base Into two, so
he missed
the first one by about twenty feet.
Umpire Coombs saw the play and
told the clumsiness to go back to the
Initial sack. The ball
had been
thrown to D. Anderson at second, so
Clancy and he ran a foot race for
first.. Anderson won.
Base running stunt No. 2: Galgano drew a base on four balls,
cleverly stole second and went to
third on a passed ball. Pettus hadn't
recovered the ball when he reached
third, so Galgano thought thai he
would go home on It also. Pettus
saw htm coming and there was another race. Pettus won .by ten feet.
Galgano pitched the first five Innings of the game for the Browns
and Craible the last four. Each was
let down for two hits, and those secured from. Crable came near being
costly. They came In the ninth inning one right after the other, with
no outs.
However, the next three
Two of
batters were lightweights.
them struck out and the third was
thrown out by McDonald.
The score.
SANTA FE.
Players
AB. U. H. A. PO. E
0 10
fi. Parsons, lb. . . 3
W. Parsons, us. . . 4
4
Pettus c
D. Anderson. 2b. . 4
L. Anderson, 3b. . 4
4
Arcy, cf
e,

EXCUSE

Under a head of box cars letters,
which says "Cold Feet of Browns
Finally Get Warmed." the Trinidad
Chronicle-New- s
has the following to
say regarding Manager Matson, the
Albuquerque Browns and Trinidad's
own beloved base ball team:
Manager Matson, of the Albuquerque Browns, wired here yesterday
asking to bring his team to Trinidad for two games August 24th and
26th.
have signed
The Trlnidads
to play the last two games
with
Cripple Creek on those dates,
the
games that will help decide the
question of the state championship,
and unless these games are cancelled, of which there
is not much
chance, as Manager Ilanley is very
anxious to bring his strengthened
team back here, the Albuquerque
Browns will be requested to wait a
week. It has taken the Browns
all summer to get up the courage to
play In Trinidad and a week's delay
ought to help them materially.
The Browns signed Crable, the
husky
Cimarron Sail da southpaw,
last week and his addition to their
pitching staff Is a material one for
Crable is a left hander with wonderful control and fools most good batters effectively.
It Is understood that the Cimarron
team, which made such a beautiful
tart this season has broken up.
The size of the town would probably not guarantee playing at home
and trips away from Cimarron are
too expensive.
Trinidad
fans will
be sorry to hear this as a game with
Cimarron was one of the things that
has been anticipated here.
It Is
understood that Young and Diamond
have both gone to Albuquerque to
join the Browns.

WHOSE FEE! ARE
COLD?

Manager Matson received a telegram Saturday
night
tne
from
courageous manager of the Trlnidads
which stated absolutely that Trinidad would not play on any win or
lose proposition.
If a game was to
be had between the two teams, according to the telegram, the gate receipts must be divided on a contract
basis and not on the result of the
game.
Of course, Trinidad wants
the big end of the money by contract.
The telegram says Trinidad
will consent to play the Brownies on
the Trinidad grounds for a consideration of 60 per cent of the gate receipts, win or lose, and pay expenses. Now, this Is a very liberal
offer and Is just like the offer Manager Matson made the Trinidad
management, excepting that the gate
receipts be divided on the result of
the game, the winner take 60 per
cent and the loser take 40 per cent.
It doesn't seem that Trinidad Is as
sure of winning as it was some time
ago.
Does it appear that Trinidad's
feet are warming or cooling?
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
R. H. E.
At Chicago
1
1
Chicago
6

Philadelphia

0

5

0

Philadelphia

0

0

0

Overall, Brown anJ
Batteries
Kllng; Jacklltsch, Moran and Dooln.
Second game
R. H. E.
1
1
Chicago
5

Mc-Inty- re

.2

8

If you were a Clothier, Sir, and had more suits on hand than you could possibly sell this season would you keep them over until next year and let them get
out of style and rusty besides losing the use of the money or sell them now ?
Sell themof course you would, so would any sensible Man.

That's Just What We're Going to

8

13

2

Batteries
Jarrott, Waldorf and
Sheehan; Edmundson and Shannon.
At Lincoln: Opposition
to the
SUPPLY OF TIES
to Sunday ball prevented
authorities
Lincoln-Denvgame
the
scheduled
for yesterday. Two games will be
HI
played today.
American AxwM'lution.
Mountainalr, N. M . August 12.
At Louisville: Louisville 3; St.
(KiKMial.)
The Spencer
Lumber
1.
Paul
company and the Murrell Lumber
At Columbus: First game. Columcompany of Eastvlew, fourteen mlies
4; Kansas City 7. Second game,
bus
north In the Alanzani mountains, are
Columbus 3; Kansas CItv 2.
making large deliveries of railroad
At
Toledo: Toledo 13; Milwauties and bridge timber at this place.
kee 5.
'ine material is used largely in con
struction work on the Eastern Ri'l
Kmlorscd by tho County.
way of New Mexico.
The haw mills
"The most popular remedy In Otseof the companies namel have a ca
go county, and the best friend of my
pacity of 20.0UO feet a lav.
family," writes Wm. M. Dietz. editor
The new depot at this plv.-- li oi e
and publisher of the Otsego Journal,
of the finest on the Belen-Texic- j
cutGllbertsville. N. Y.. "la Dr. King's
off.
It Is nearly completed and Is of
New Discovery. It has proved to be
concrete, mission style, after the pre- Lopez, p.
an Infallible cure for coughs and
vailing architecture adopted by the Haradlnelll,
making short work of the
colds,
anta Fe for all its dopots in the Dlgneo, If.
worst of them. We nlways keep a
southwest.
In
I believe It to
the house.
4 15 24
1
5 bottle
31
Total
be the most valuable
prescription
The Limit of life.
known for lung and throat diseases."
The most eminent medical sclent
ALBUQUERQUE.
Guaranteed to never disappoint the
Itsts are unanimous in the conclusion
Players- AH. R. 11. A. PO. E. taker, by all drungists. Price 60e and
that the generally accepted limlta Kunz. 2b. . . .
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
tion of human life Is many years be Clancy, ss. . .
low the attainment possible with the Galgano,
f.
We always seep up the hlKhest
advanced knowledge of which the "ratle. If. p.
standard In quality, style and finish
race Is now possessed.
The critical McHue. cf. . .
in our foot wear and give values that
period, that determines its duration Rathburn, 3b.
will appeal to you. We are offering
seems to be between 10 and 60; the Hale. rf. ...
better shoes fur the same money than
proper care of the body during this Shay, lb
you can buy from others, not the
decade cannot be too strongly urged; McDonald, c.
same
shoes for less money, as our
carelessness then being fatal to longshoes
have distinctive features that
evity.
Nature's best helper after 60
4
1
3
11 27
21
Total
will make them comfortable fitters
is Electric Hitters, the scientific tonic
4nningH:
by
Score
and substantial wearers. Give them a
medicine that revitalizes every organ Albuquerque
0
3 trial.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West
1
of tho body. Guaranteed by all drug- Santa Fe
0
Central avenue.
gists. 60c.
Off
on
Summary:
balls
Bases
De Witt's Little Karl Risers don't
Craible 1; off Lopez 4. Two base hit
Subscribe for The Cmxen and get
Double plays W. sicken or gripe. Small pills, ensv to
Parsons.
Go.
I
the news,
jSatMaO Pareons to L. Anderson to G. Par- , take. Sold by J. 11. O' Rielly & Co.
er

SEE PRICES IN WINDOWS
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WELL PLEASED WITH
SECRETARY'S

J. D. Kakta, President
O. OlomL Vle Prwldrat.
VISIT

Hon. L. Bradford Prince was in
the city Saturday on legal business
before Judige Abbott, and obtained
the appointment of Harry P. Owen
as referee to take testimony In the
suit of Kmith vs. Anaya for the partition of the southeastern part of the
Cebollite land grant.
Being asked as to the events of
the day In Santa Fe, Governor
Prince said that the visit of Secretary Garfield was in every way a
gratifying one. It was a day earlier
than expected but the reception was
no less hearty.
"The charm of the personality of
the secretary," said he, "cannot fall
111b
to make friends everywhere.
perfect frankness and evident sincerpurpose
ity of
attract even those who
do not agree with all of the policies
of the department.
I had occasion
to see a good deal of him at Denver
at the time of the public lands convention, when he was placed In the
difficult position of defending certain
were opposed to Ihe
fiolicies which
the great majority of tho.ie
present, ibut his unfailing courtesy
and good nature won the hearts of
I think that
all.
this long trip
through the west has had an excellent effect.
It has given to Secretary Garfield a knowledge of actual
conditions and of public sentiment,
impossible to be gained In any other
way, and on the other hand the people have met the secretary personally and learned
to appreciate his
strong Americanism and the fairness
and candor with which he wishes to
view all subjects. The visit of the
secretary, with Director Newell, will
no doubt, hasten our great irrigaThey showed a
tion enterprises.
lively interest in the construction of
the scenic highway between Santa
Fe and Las Vegas, by prison labor,
and this I trust will result in aid
to that project through the Pecos
reserve.
"I had the pleasure of showing
them the historical society's rooms
Friday, as well as the New Mexican antiquities at my own house, and
In
they were much Interested
the
preservation of the historical treasures of New Mexico within its own
borders. Such visits are not only
pleasant but of real value to all concerned."
Cliumlicrlain'g Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy, Better
II in n Three Doctors.
"Three years ago we had three
doctors with our little boy and everything that they could do seemed in
vain. At last when all hope seemed
to be gone we began using Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and in a few hours he
began to Improve. Today he Is as
healthy a child as parents wish for."
Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
For sale by all druggists.
De Witt's Carbonized Witch Hazel
Salve penetrates the pores and heals
quickly. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.

represents the natural Juices of digestion as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest knovn tonlo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol (or
dyspepsia does not only relieve Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
helps all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening snd strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach,
Mr. S. S. Bill, of Rnmswood,
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
trtrylblna
t outfit tho
kpmost fastidiouslabarstock
oomploto

$

Hvt

J.

bean appointed sxcluslvs agent In tha totjthwaal fa
.
chlltz, Wm. Lamp and St Louie A. B. C. Brawerlss; Yallowstona,
Oraan River, V. H. MeBrayar'a Cidar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J Man.
rch, and other atandard branda of whiaklaa too numerOua to mantlon.
E ARE N0T COMPOUNDER.
But sell tho atralght article as received by
from tae beat laeriee,
DiBtUleriet and Breweries In tie United Stat a. Call aad lnaaoet
Stock and PrleT, or write for Illustrated Catalog, ana Iriom UM.
laaued to dealera only.

to

Wall Paper!
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mo pap1' and paint yonr
house.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Tronipt attention to mall orders,
J. D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Co.
't

OaK)ayWtOKaOeK)aV
21 North

First Street.

Southwestern

Phone No. 483

Brewery

A Ioe Company.

Torturing eczema spreads its burn-Inarea every day. Doan's Ointment

A. E. WALKER,

K

quickly stops Its spreading, Instantly
relieves the itching cures it permanently. At any drug- store.

COAL
liest American Block, per ton.. $6 SO
$8.50
Anthracite Nat, per ton
Antliracite Stove and Furnace
per ton
$9.50

WOOD
moMwmtmtmmomMmm

DRY CEDAR

PINION

AND

TOKNIIXO.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.

John

Beaven

S.

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

--

W, Vs.,

Trmrci

Consolidated Liquor Company

" I wit troubled with sour stomach for twenty jeers,
Kodol cured me sod we are new uefc.g H Id mUh
lorbiby."
KIDNBVS
FOR BACKACHE.-WIA- K

riRE

iNBURJk MCf?
Secretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at 217 West Railroad)
.

arenas.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
UVERT,

8 ALB,

FEED

AND

TRANSFER STABLES.
Horeea and Mules Bought and
changed.

Ex-

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY,
When In need of sa4i, door,
etc Screen work a specialty.frame,
409
South First street. Telephone 403.

THY

DeWITTS KIDNEY

Prepared by

W. E.

tnd BLADDER
E. O. DeWITT

PILLS

fare

nd It

If You Want A

OO., Chicago

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

MAUGEP

WOOL

with ftaube and Mauger
Office, 115 North First St.
N. If.
ALBCQIERQCE,

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange

--

..20100000
....10000000

Do

Look over these price cuts and, if ever you expect to buy another Suit of
Clothes buy It now. It will be the best investment ever made.

Sour
Stomach

Moines

lf07,

12.

A GREAT SAVING FOR YOU

Batteries
Pfeister and Moran;
Richie and Dooln.
R. H. E.
At St. Louis
1
5 10
St. Louis
1
4 10
Boston
Batteries Mi Glynn, Noonan and
Marshall; Llnd.iman and Brown.
Second game
R. H. E
0
6
4
St. Louis
0 2 5
Boston
Batteries Karger
Marshall
and
Dorner. Boultes and Needham.
At Cincinnati
R. H. E.
8
5
Cincinnati
0
1
2
Brooklyn
6
Batteries Ewlng and Schlei;
and Bergen.
Tt. H. E.
Second game
1
4
Cincinnati
3
. . .'
1
Brooklyn
3
.
Batteries Smith nnd McLean; Bell
and Hitter.
Western League.
At Omaha
R. H. E.
1
3
5
Omaha
5
2
2
Pueblo
Batteries Thompson and Gondlng;
McGregor and Smith.
Second game
R. H. E.
2
?
5
Omaha
g
0
6
Pueblo
Batteries MoNeely and Lebrand:
Hatch and Drill.
At Sioux CItv
R. H. E.
3 13
2
Sioux City
2
No appetite, loss ol strength, nervous.
Des Moines
I 0
Batteries
Jarrott and Slattery; Dess, headache, constipation, bad breth,
Clark and Shannon.
general debility, sour rising;, and catarrh
Second game
R. H. E. of the stomach are all due to tndl(esuon
1
9
4
Sioux City
Kodol relieve indigestion. This new dljcov-er- y
Des

AtGlKT
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MEN S SUITS GET MARCHING ORDERS

--

GETTING

MONDAY,

Our Men's Suits have received orders to move and move they must.
We'll make every one of them move at some price. It's good business on our
part. But, while a loss for us, it's

out-shoo-

p.-l-

4

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Household Goods
Keep busy until you find

Star Furniture Co.
214 W.
Albuquerque

You Don't Count

the Cost

eating our pies, cakes and
tastry, for It'a small In comparison
when

with the satisfaction
Jay you start using
oar bakery will be
on your calendar.
day.

you train. The
the products of
a red letter one
Mark it up this

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
Standard Plumljuig & Heating Co

Gold Ave.
New Mexico

RIONCCR BAKERY
207 Sootb

First Street

t "1

MONDAY,

AUGUST

12,

l)1.

AT ZION CITY, FALLEN IDEAL, PLUNGED IN GLOOM,

ANNUAL FIESTA BUSY TIMES

DY

SALE OF LACE FACTORY TO MARSHALL FIELD

ORDGRANDE

DF INDIANS

7Jon City. III.. August 12. This
a city founded on a union of
Industry the
and
occleclastlclsm
Ideal of John Alexander Dowie, Is
crumbling today.
The crash of the Ideal, overwork
In the promotion of
which killed
that really wonderful old man,
timp with Judge Iindls' order to
"ll the silk factory, the Industrial
arid commercial mainstay of
this
pu-'.tlittle town on Irfike Michigan.
To make the fall all the greater
(' nrral overseer Vollva, who still
I
'uj strong with the great majority
of the followers of the 'Christian
(Vthollc church in Zion, announces
th.it his people being no longer able
to live apart, he will It ".d them to a
home elsewhere. There, he sail today, he will form a strictly firming
community. 2".onO or more aires In
extent, and try a partnership of religion and agriculture, religion and
manufacturing having failed.
Evidence of change of character
of Zion City from a unique religious
colony to resemblance to any othr
small manufacturing city will come
gradually, it Is expected, but there
will be the knowledge that the el'y
Is no longer what it was.
Majority tf lm kites.
"Peace be with thee," will remain
a common salutation probably for
years, anil the proportion of Dnwle-Ite- s
to the rest of the population will
remain large enough to give them
control of the city government. Sale
of pork and oysters will still be under the ban and tobacco and liquor
will stay on the tabooed list.
When I visited Zion City four
years ago Dowie was at the senlth of
his power and the town was as
healthy a municipality as there was
in the country.
The people were

th engine aid sir compressor have
been placed In position. Three new
steam drills arrived yesterday and
ther are now about forty men being employed. Three cars a day are
being loaded with lime rock and
shipped to the sugar factories
in
Colorado.
This Is of a high quality of lime
rock as It runs about 98 per cent
pure lime.

cial) A rock crushing mill of larg
capacity Is being put In t this place
by Lntry and Sharp enntrsctors on
cut-oo
the
of the Santa Fe. Ths contractors have another
mill employing nearly
a hundred
men at Abo Pass. Th entire line of
with
road bed Is being ballasted
stone and will he one of the best
on the whole Santa Fe system.
Belen-Texlc-

Ideal

MINES

ATTAOS
Peculiar Ceremonies and

Camp Is Seeing Busiest Days
in Its Entire
History.

Cus-

toms of That Tribe
of Pueblos.
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Oat a free sample of Dr. Shoop'
"Health Coffee" at our store. If real
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Dr. Shoop has
Coffee Imitation.
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet It has
not a single grain of real Coffee In It.
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
Is made from pure toasted grain or
Made
cereals, with Malt. Xuts, etc.
You
In a minute. No tedious wait
"M by C. U.
will surely like It.
Brigham.

It w the most coo
refreshing, satisfying- Irmk
lor hot weather, ana
a healthful and wholesorr
as it is delicious. Dn
tabst Beer and keep cool
116118

Co.,
Ernest Meyers
W. Silver Ave.. Albuquerque

Phone

125.
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iOTCN 8. MITCHELL lnrlt
New Mexico headquarters

their friends to maka

at

I The Hollenbeck Hotel

1 1

Los Angeles, California

I

y

Tlie I'nmoiis I.ai-- IHlory, Sold to Marshall Vlel1 & Company.
Financial
.Ion fity Blink, Once Howie's
The
limits. All was new and cheering
exultant In the success of the great
movement which had made them In- - and every home looked pleasant,
(iustrlally prosperous, socially happy Smiling faces you met at every cor- ner und Dowie was father and king.
ana
All Is Gloom.
There was money in plenty, work
Today all Is gloom. Nobody seems
outsiders
for all and no scoffing
What matwere allowed within the corporate to care what happens.
ters it If Marshall Field & Co. have
bought the lace factory, assuring Its
operation? The lace factory will not
be theirs. Strange faces will be seen
on the streets.
Other churches will
open and Zion City might as well be
Chlca go.
There Is Interest only In Vollva s
plana. Zionists welcome his an- O
nouncement that he will establish
a new colony and they say that he
has already taken the preliminary
steps. He will not divulge the location but there are rumors that it Is
to be In Washington state.
One
of the leaders, Alexander
Granger, went out to Seattle not
long ago and that Is taken as cir
evidence
cumstantial
that some
where on the coast the Dowle people
will find a resting place.
In the meantime nothing is heard
of the great Mexican project upon
Dowie
Alexander
which
John
wasted so much energy and enthu
siasm towards the end of his life,
c

Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cat
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

i
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Albuquerque
Iron and Brass

(

Foundry and Machine
M. J. HALL, Proprietor
Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber

Works

Cars: Shaft-In- n
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns aad Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmlr of Mining end Mill Maehlnory m Bpoolaltr
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuauerana. N. M.
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of tlio Zion Tliiit Was.

IAS VEGAS

LIME

GO.

MAKES GOOD SHOWING
Las. Vegas, N. M., AugUBt 12.
Work at the plant of the Canyon
Lime company north of the city Is
progressing In nice shape and the
Improvements
and new buildings
are being rapidly pushed.
engine
house is completed and
The

JAMESTOWN HAS TWO!

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkoie Roofing

First and Marquette

Albaqoerque, New Mexico

ooooo
The St. Elmo

Finest Whiskies

JOSEPH

J20

BARNETT, Prop'r.

West Railroad

Avenoe

eiHOsyoooooiao

WE HAVE ONE!

THE BIG PAIR
Annual
Territorial Fair Association

New Mexico's

e,

n

(Spe

12.

the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDIXO
PAPER Alway In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement,
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALnCQtTERQCE, NEW MKL

i

R

C.

neys.

OEALXft IN NATIVe A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

y

Orogrande. X. M., Aug. 12. The
Tans, X. M. A ui?. 10. The ancient
Inilinn villa r
I'ucblo de Taos, Is week has, perhaps, been the most
one of the most curious arid Inter-ey'ln- active ever witnessed In this camp.
plat-eThe smelter management is working
on earth.
Thero nre two great pyramid steadily on Its sampler and has It all
seven
but complete. Several carpenters and
one
Ave
houses,
and the other
stories hiKh, occupied by the entire ether Fpecial workmen are busy put
tribe, lumiberiiiR more than 400 ting th Mulshing touches to the varSpecial
souls. These two pueblo structures ious parts of Isthe smelter.
being installed with
are considered the most perfect ex- lire protection
amples of early Indian architecture. - hose hangers and hose all ready for
Although known to have been ocru- connection. The railroad track along
uled continuously for more than 600 the ore bins Is being laid, the assay
years, they show not the slightest office Is being entirely remodeled
sign of decay, but on the contrary, and everything from one end to the
are In a Derfect state of preservation. other put In llrst class working conThe Indians who have lived here dition. among
I'p
the mining properties
for eenerations are simple. Quiet, and
peaceable, and In a small way, tillers the work Is being pushed as never
they
Monte
Carlo people are
The
aborigines,
before.
of the soil. Like all
believing in all putting up a number of buildings In
are sunerstltlous.
a boarding house, office and
kinds f signs and workings of su cluding
shop. A dozen or more men are
nernatural nowers.
now
at
taught
work
and the new shaft wm
were
Although the Indians
be pushed as rapidly as men can do
the Catholic religion by mo spaniarus It.
party
A
of stockholders and oth
and now use the Mexican language
the ers Interested In this property came
more freely than their own,
evening
In
and have been out
last
are
several
rlests of whom there
are all French, and a Jolly lot they looking over the property.
Mr.
Blair of the Cuprite, also has
are.
a party of Investors here and Is
Dances .constitute an Important showing
them over the camp and
cere
feature in all of their festival
At
worship or of prayer to the Almigh the Cuprite In particular. This property
seems
to hold Its own and Is
ty Chief.
day.
looking
each
many,
better
days
are
there
Of festival
Many Visitor.
the most Important being the Feast
company Is putting
of San Geronlmo, celebrated on the outThe Turquoise
body ot ore this week
finest
the
year.
every
30th of September
In Its history and it now looks as
Many Tribes Assemble
though it had a good thing sure.
TTtes. NavaJoes. Apaches and Mex
The Electric company has Just reof miles
hundreds
icans from
word that Its car of placer
at Taos two or ceived
around asscmible
Mo.,
has
from Joplln.
three days In advance of the patron machinery
shipped
and as soon as It arbeen
saint's festival.
.busy
as
as
be
will
the
Electric
rives
hidIn the afternoon dances by
time.
eously painted clowns and mirth-make- a hornet In summer
visitors
of
An unusual number
are followed by attempts to
the camp the past few
climib the mole, which Is at last ac were seen In Sacramento
hotel seems
days
and
the
of
complished, and amid the yell
short
anu to be doing the business of Its
iruu
the onlookers the tosneep, ground
history.
merchants
The
and business
and
grain are thrown
the
beginning
too,
are
town,
men
about
carried off, and St. Jerome Is sup to step lively and are smiling out of
posed to rejoice In the happy con the corners of their eyes.
elusion of the festival In his honor.
:
The best posted mining men In the
The Indian maiden Is not prone
are beginning to get In shape
to rush into beauty contest, occa camp
and advise all of their
slonallv. however, a real beauty Is to do business
to get In the band wagon
found among the Taos women. It Is friends
yet
time.
is
there
while
!
well known that all savages are
social life of the camp Is Just
averse to having their pictures taken, at The
low
ebb. It's too hot
this time at
tout quite recently a strolling photooutings, picnics or lawn parties
grapher "wandering about the village for
and besides a number of the 400 are
unobserved and unsuspected 'snap nut
of town spending their vacations
ped" the helle of the pueblo Just as In the
1
north and east
ft' "
she was descending the perpendicu
Mr.
and Mrs. Crouch have Just
lar Btairway leadlnK from an upper sold their
home cottage and have
tier of the wonderfully constructea
up their temporary quarters
nvramld house. The training of Del- - taken
cottages on
BouleIn
one
of
the
sarte could not equal the unconscious vard. The family, includingtheMr. and
rrace and ease of poise shown In the Mrs. Crouch and Miss Myrtle expect
free and untrammeled figure descend
leave for Los Angeles in about (Tirl Itlan Catholic Gimrxls, an I'niq
Ing the stairway. Fortunate It was to
days, where they will make
for Mr. Photographer that the beauty thirty
future home.
and her friends were Ignorant of his their
past
week has been the warmThe
diabolical act.
est period of the season and at the
Pioneers at Taos.
present time there seems no ImmeTwo and a half miles away is Fer diate prospect for a cold wave.
town
a
n ruler de Taos
a Mexican
ouaincly built around a large .plaza
Few Americans are there now, 'but MANY IMPROVEMENTS
an illustrious pioneer has called Taos
home. Colonel Kit Carson lived ana
Governor Charles
is iburled there.
AT SILVER CITY
Bent was assassinated there Febru
17,
ary
1847, during the Pueblo In
surrection. Colonel Ceran St. vrain
Judge Beaubeln and many others
Silver City, N. M., August 12.
lived there at one time or another, (Special)
It Is understood that the
The first newspaper wegt of the Mis Santa
Fe will at once commence the
sourl river was published at Taos in work of
enlarging
the freight yards
1837.
Owing to the large
In this city.
In the early morning of this 8t amount
freight
that arrived In
Indian this city of
Jerome's day a black-robe- d
daily and the trackage remakes a recitation from the top of quired
to accommodate the business,
one of the pueblo bui'ldlngs to .the the Santa
Fe has found It necessary
assembled multitude below.
more
arrange
to
for considerable
In the plaza stands a pine tree room In their
yards.
pole, fifty feet In height, and from
A. S. Cox. who is In business at
a cross piece near the top dangles Belen,
X. M., has rented two largo
a live sheep. Besides the sheep a store rooms
this city and within
garland of such fruit and vegetables the next few In days
open up a
together general merchandise will
produces,
as the valley
business.
with a basket of bread and grain
of Silver
valuation
assessed
The
hangs from the pole.
City property for this year Is f 628,-- 8
The bell in the little adobe chapel
20, which Is a considerable Increase
sounds and a few of the Indians g over last year.
After the devotional
In to mass.
exercises are concluded, a procession
I will mall you fTen, u prove merit,
is formed and marches to the race
track, which Is a quarter of a mile In samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restora-Jvand my Book on either Dyspeplength. The runners, of whom there
sia, The Heart or The Kidneys.
are fifty are naked except for
ibreech cloth and are painted no two Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
alike.
deeper aliment.
Don't make the
llnce for Two Hours.
Fifty other runners to contest with common error of treating symptoms
the pueblo nly. Symptom treatment Is treating
from
these arrive
across the dividing stream. Two run- the result of your ailment, and not
ners from each side dart down the the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
nerves mean Stomach
track. No sooner do they reach the the Inside always.
And the Heart,
goal than two others start off, and weakness,
thus for two hours the races con- and Kidneys as well, have their controlling
victornerves.
or Inside
Weaken
tinue In relays of twos. The
ious side is given the privilege of these nerves, and you Inevitably have
electing the Governor for both pueb- weak vital organs.
Here la where
Dr. Snoop's Restorative has made Its
los for the ensuing year.
fame. No other remedy even claims
Also
to treat the "inside nerves."
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
DID NOT SELECT
or complexion, use Dr. Snoop's Restorative.
Write me today for sample and free Book. Dr. Shoop, RaNEW SECRETARY cine,
Wis. The Restorative Is sold by
all dealers.
Santa Fe, X. M.. August 12. A
meeting of the territorial cattle sanitary "board was held Saturday afternoon In the iparlor vf the Hotel Palace. All but one of the members were
Pabst gets all of the food
In attendance.
Those present were
by
out of the barley-graiK. !. Kusten, of Iis Vegas, presiKoswell;
dent; Charles L. Ballard, of
Malt III
l
the Pabst Light-Da- y
K. It. Manning, of Maxwell City; Geo.
ing Process and by the
W. Baker, of Folsom. and W. C. McPabst Perfect Brewing
Donald, of Carrizozo. Secretary' Will
frocess puts it all into
11
C. Barnes was also present.
Victor
C'ulbertson, of Klerro, was the only
absentee.
Only routine business was transacted at the special session. Secretary Barnes tendered his resignation
some time ago, to take effect this
month, and the question of a successor was discussed, but no definite
or three
action was taken. Two
candidates for the position, it is saui.
(but
'being
considered,
their names
are
The Beer of Quality
coulJ not be learned.

Fabst

J.

DeWltfs Kidney and Bladder Pills
are best for backache and weak kidSold by J. H. O'RIelly A Co.

CO.

P

Vaugn. N. M., August
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Twenty-Sevent- h

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
Get

Get Off the Earth!

Get Up in the Air!
The Mammoth Captive Balloon "Albuquerque' Will
Carry Passengers Daily and Throughout the Week
Up-to-Dat- e!

No Sport to Sensational, No Pleasure so Rare, Can Compare With
J
Ballooning. The Most Modern of Amusements.
V
At the Close of the Fair Saturday Evening at Sunset AERONAUT
BLONDIN will Cut Loose With This Balloon and endeavor to Win
the "AERO CUP" by Breaking

The

World's Long Distance International Record
Held by Lieut. Lahm of the U. S. Army.

RAILWAY JATlfiS. HALF JTARIS OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

J

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB WOOMB
Kt m ct m
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ALBUQUERQUE
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
Dy the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

PEE E. O. rillCE.
E. O. Price. I am here to stay. I like the town and
like the people. The climate Is the acme of anything and everything de
sirable. I have established the E. O. Price Real Estate Agency. My office
s 211 South Second wtreet bear that number In mind, 212 South Second
Street If you have anything in my line to sell see E. O. Price. I will sell
t for you. If you hnvo anything to rent see E. O. Trice. I will rent It for
ou. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt ser-lcCall and see me and lets get acquainted.
SEE E. O. PRICE.
My name Is

e.

ABOUT TOWN

svnsotirnox hates.
.,

our-rlo-

r

Entwd ttn second elns matter at the Fostofflec of Albuquerque,
wider Act of Congress of March 8, 1879.
--

$3.00
50
60
N. M.,

milllllMIMIICIIIIIIMj

ttt! riitituistii
DO YOU GET THE CITIZEN?

The sile was recorded today of a
piece of land In La Ladera, precinct
No. 12, for $300 by Cruz Martinez
de Anaya and husband to Jose B.
Lebarlo and wife.

The forest service has completed
a trail to the top of the ridge In
Bear canyon and this Is being much
used by campers. Supervisor H. H.
Harris who has Just returned from
a trip on the Mnnzano national forest, says a number of new roads
are being projected in the reserves
under his charge.
W. P. Metcalf, the real estate and
Insurance agent, who came down
from Santa Fe yesterday after a
on
short visit to his fruit ranch
Santa Fe creek, tells a good Joke
on himself, with reference to getting old. "I was nosing around the
Santa Fe depot at Santa Fe Saturday, when a dapper young clerk
'Well, dad,"
walked up and said.
what can I do for you?' I looked
at him for a moment," continued
Mr. Metcalf, "and then concluded
that the boy was right; I must be
getting old. I have been trying to
make myself believe otherwise for
several years, but what the young
man said settles It."

Owing to the fact that even
the best carrier boys The Cltl- zen is able to secure will now
The only Illustrated dally newspaper In Xew Mexico ami the beet
and then fail to deliver your pa- per and also owing to the fact
mctlinni of tlie Southwest.
that your neighbor may nowand then unthinkingly appropTim Al.nVOVEItQVE CITIZEN IS:
riate The Citizen left at your
The lead Inn Itefmbllcnn dally and weekly newspaper of the Sotithwest.
door and forget to return It, f
Tlie advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."
this paper has arranged with
the Postal Telegraph company f
to
deliver you an extra copy In
CITIZEN HAS:
THE
the event that youra falls to
The finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
reach you. There Is no addition- The latest reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary News Service.
al expense to you. If your pa- per does not reach you by reg- "VE GET THE NEWS FIItST."
ular carrier call up the Postal
company
Telegraph
PHONE
NUMBER 38 and tell them. A
messenger
boy
supply
will
f with a copy of The Citizen. you
In f
this manner, we can also keep f
track of the "misses' of our
own carriers and you can get
your paper rain or shine.
REMEMBER THE NUMBER
TO
The Citizen hesitates to discuss the verdict of a jury particularly a jury 4 PHONE 36.
of New Mexico citizens because the trial by Jury Is one of the greatest factors In American freedom and American Justice.
L. Bradford
Prince Mrs. II. J. IUddcr loll to Sidewalk at
The Citizen believes that the average Juror tries to deal out Justice and returned to Santa Fe yesterday.
Slxtli Street and tapper Avenue
this has been demonstrated In the consideration of evidence In a number of
Sunday Morning Julckly
Attorney Elfego Baca has return
prominent cases recently.
Kevlvcd.
ed from Santa Fe after several day3
Therefore In commenting upon the Domingo Valles case. In which the absence.
en
to her home Run-da- y
While
route
latter Is acquitted by a Jury of Torrance county men of the murder of
B. Ruppe returned last night from
morning from the Immaculate
Colonel J. Francisco Chaves, The Citizen can only say that there is a
visit to his lead mine In the i?au- - Conception church.
Mrs. H. J. Rhld-e- r,
la mountains.
of opinion as to Valles' Innocence or guilt among the people, which
wife vf a well known engineer,
should not be the case after a fair and Impartial trial by a Jury.
John Lukens, .proprietor of tho swooned and fell to the sidewalk,
But aside from the Jury's verdict there is another matter of Importance Second street fruit store, was a visit striking her head forcibly.
Mrs. Rhlder fell In front of the
In this trial.
It was the apparent failure of certain American citizens to or In Bernalillo yesterday.
A regular meeting of Ballut Abyad home of Dr. Wroth, near the corner
realize the responsibility, the honor and the duty Incumbent upon them as
of
Sixth street and Copper avenue,
Mystic
Temiple,
Shrine
of
Nobles
the
Jurors prospective in this case.
8 o clock.
and she was assisted Into the house
The Citizen believes that It Is a high privilege, however, hard the work Is called for tonight at
and family and givensheattention.
Ambroslo Candelarla
may be, for an American citizen to be chosen to aid in carrying out the
was taken to her home
returned to this city after an in Later
in a Jury box with fellow citizens to see have
a cab.
laws he has made by
Callior- Arizona
and
visit
In
xtended
that the accused is given a fair trial and a trial according to law and Justice. la.
Therefore the following portion of the court stenographer's record in
There will be a meeting of the
Merchant' of Albuquerque.
the Valles case, taken in the examination of Juror H. I. Iutz, of Wlllard, N. Woodmen's Circle tomorrow after- M., Is deeply interesting, since it shows or at least, indicates a condition,
oon at 2:30 o'clock at Odd Feilowo'
All the business men of Albuall.
The court record
which should never exist in an American community.
querque can assist materially in
advertising the biy fair, by
H. II.. Harris, forest supervisor, re- reads as follows:
bringing to The Citizen office
By the court:
urned last night from the Manzano
on
reserve
lie
has been
forest
where
their business envelopes and
Q. Are you from Wlllard also?
having nn advertisement printed
business.
A. Tes, sir.
upon the reverse side. The fair
The funeral of an infant child of
Q. You came up with these other gentlemen?
association will pay all charges.
Mr. and Mrs. Reyes tiareia of old
'
A. Yes, sir.
and the mnnttgenient urges all
yesterday.
town,
was
held
Interment
'
Q. Are you another of the business men down there who have friends In
who are Interested in Its success f
cemetery.
Santa
Barbara
to avail
on both sides?
themselves of tnls
Angeles.
McLaughlin,
I.
Los
of
J.
means of rendering assistance.
A. No. sir, I have no particular friends on either side.
is in tho city and intends to remain
Q. And is it your fear of making enemies and hurting your business
or some time. He is organizer lor
that causes you to make such an attempt as you have made here to get off the Universal Order of Foresters.
TO AILING WOMEN.
the Jury?
H. Lee Hoffman and Louis C.
A. JCo, sir.
Gumlbiner left today for a few week' A Little Sound Advice Will Help
Q. Did you talk with these other gentlemen on your way up about this
utlng on the upper Pecos In the
Many a Sufferer in Albuquerque.
neighborhood of the Valley ranch.
No woman can be healthy and well
case?
W. II. Andrews, territorial delegate If the kidneys are sick.
Poisons that
Yes, sir.
to congress, arrived in the city from pass oft in the urine when the kidneys
Q.
You talked among yourselves how you were going to get off?
by
accompanied
night,
are
in
are
well
Fe
last
retained
the body
Santa
A. No, sir.
his private secretary, William Baer. when the kidneys are sick. Kidneys
Q. But you talked about the facts and circumstances of the case?
There will toe a meeting of the and bladder get Inflamed and swol
A. Yes, sir.
Mineral lodge No. 4, of the Knights len, crowding the delicate female or
Q. Told one another all that you knew about it?
nd sometimes displac
All local and gans nearby
of Fythlaa tonight.
A. Yes, sir, what we had heard.
Islting members are Invited to at ing them. This is the true cause of
many bearing-dow- n
Q. You knew you were summoned here as jurors to try this case?
pains, lameness,
tend.
Uric poi-- 1
A. Yes, sir.
Dr. Marlon lines, chief inspector of backache, sldeache, etc.
persons
dizzy
onlng
causes
headaches,
also
Q. And you must have known that It was highly improper for
the ibureau of animal Industry for
New Mexico and Arizona, left this spells, languor, nervousness and rheu-- 1
who were summoned as Jurors to talk over the case In which you were
morning for El Paso on otHcial 'busi matlc pain.
as jurors?
hen sulTering so. try Doan s Kid
ness.
A. We did not know It.
Pills, the remedy that cure sick
Attorney E. E. A'eeder, of the firm ney
Q. You supposed It was rroper to talk it over among yourselves and
kidneys.
You will get better as the
of Veeder and Veeder, of Las Vegas,
Inform each other of all the facts In your possession?
get better, and health will
kidneys
expects
yesterday.
He
arrived
here
A. Yes, sir.
to remain several days to attend to return when the kidneys are well.
Q. And you did' that with the Idea of Informing yourself about the business.
Let an Albuquorque woman tell you
Jury?
on
to
serve
the
Doan s Kidney Pills.
case so you would be disqualified and would not have
Campbell, of about
Miss
Genevieve
Mrs. II. Adair, of 817 South Edith
A. No. sir.
Wheeling,
Va., and Herbert Baker street,
W.
Albuquerque, N. M.. says:
Judge Mann: As you have already been challenged, I am going, to ex- will be married this evening at the 'YV
hether my symptoms Indicated
cuse you, but your conduct and that of the other Jurors who were summoned residence of Dr. and Mrs. W. W. kidney
trouble or not, I was not
with you, is certainly not very becoming to any of you and what the court Spargo, 623 North Fourth Btreet.
certain, but nevertheless from read
A. J. Fisher, secretary of the board ing about Doan's Kidney Pills I was
ought to do is to call you all up here and fine you for contempt of court.
Business men ought to know better and have more respect and regard for of pharmacy, with headquarters at given a desire to try them to see If
Fe, left yesterday for a fishing
not afford me at least
the law and the courts; than to do a thing like that. You may stand aside Santa
rip up the I'ecos. lie will be ab they would
relief from the pain between
sent from the city about two weks. some
below
and
Just
the shoulder blades.
The Citizen Is endeavoring to maintain Its news service despite the fact
S. B. Grlmshaw. general manager
v hile on my
or stirring around,
The strike of the of the Santa
that only the most meager press report can be obtained.
railway. I did not feel feet
Fe Central
slightest inconven
the
telegraphers, which Is spreading at last reports, has practically cut oft the which runs between Torrance
and ience, but when I would sit down,
the
As Santa Fe, spent today In Albuquerque pain would assert
news service not onlv here but in many other portions of the country.
itself and at times
Mr. Grlmshaw reports was very severe.
usual In a strike, the great "third party" suiters, and In commenting thereon on business.prosperousbox
use
one
The
of
and busine33 of Doan's Kidney Pills
brought relief
the Kansas City Star says: "The strike of telegraph operators Is becoming gen conditions
my having a high ap
warrants
eral and serious.
that
It Is one of the possibilities that telegraphic cnmmunlca good.
Bassett. charged with disturb preciation of tills medicine."
tlon may be badly crippled in various parts of the country before an ad lngBert
peace, John Cook, charged
For sale by all dealers.
Price BO
In this case, as In all others involving the public with the
Justment is reached.
being drunk on the streets and cents.
Foster-MllburCo.. Buffalo.
utilities, the great 'third party" will suffer heavily at the hands of those di Jim White. chanted
beinsr
with
drunk
York, sole agents for the United
rectly Interested by reason of their failure to compose their differences by and disorderly, were arraigned before New
arbitration. As to the merits of these differences, the public is not nearly Folice Judge Craig this morning. All States.
Remember the name Doan's and
ao much concerned as it is with the service it has a right to expect of the pleaded guilty and were disposed of take
no other.
No. 25
public service corporations.
The fault may be with the companies and it in the usual manner.
big
may
people
The
sale at the Golden Rule
be to blame.
may be with the operators, or both
But what the
Chance to clothe your
have a right to ask Is that both of these contending interests shall do their still booming.
away
at
self
down prices. Music to
soon
as
as night (by
utmost to keep the strike from spreading and to restore service
& Bailey sexpossible wherever It has been Interrupted.
Public service corporations are tette underthetheBarnum
of Professor
This fact should Ellis. Come anddirection
under especial obligations to keep faith with the public.
buy, and see what
In
On
employed
serv'ce.
such
not be taken advantage of by the union men
your neighbors buy. Enjoyable
oc
If they choose a busi casion promised.
the contrary these men share In the responsibility.
right
having
operation
by
of
the
public
and
ness or a profession paid for
the
E. A. Clarke, who recently resigned
And as manager for the Postal Telegraph
through public grants, the obligation to observe good faith is Btrong.
company
afTecting
at Winslow, Arizona, is in
both
sides
obligation,
Interest
the matter of self
aside from this
the city awaiting transportation to
It Is a good thing to keep people satisfied La
should have a potential bearing.
Colorado. Mr. Clarke haa
It Is good for the corporations and for their left Junta.
with the service they receive.
the sepvhee of the Postal com
employes."
pany and will accept a position with
the Santa re on his arrival at La
The enthusiastic Inauguration and reception tendered Governor Curry Junta.
by the good people of this territory at Santa Fe last week, augurs well for
Governor Curry has the confidence of the sistant postmaster general, one of thi
his future as our executive.
officials whi
people and of the republican leaders and his determination net to recognize Important Washlnaton
close to President
Roosevelt
factional fights, will give him much more latitude in choosing his appointees stands
was
In Santa F
who
and
a
visitor
Governo for several ilnvi liiwt wtrk
than Hagerman had under his narrow and biased administration.
TiiK.fi
Curry Is broad minded in public and private life and he will not be found through the city Saturday evening
ei
wanting when he is called upon to decide upon a course or action in an route to the Grand Canyon heron
emergency.
Having no wealthy father to pay the bills, the new governo returning to Washington.
H'
1 A
will, of course, not employ "expert" counsel to tell him what to do.
.
.i
i ........
!),,. ,,..-.- .,,
record shows that he is possessed of brains of his own and uses them very vesterdav nf th. fl.!lth S!: t ilrriil V at
effectively.
o ciock or ine mile son
Go?rnor Curry will make good.
cernooii ac
or .vir. and Mrs. Peter McFarland, ol
Magdalena.
Scarlet fever was th
The morning paper Is now out with a mtnature appeal to give the new cause of demise.
and Mrs. Mc
governor a chance.
Governor Curry Is not a man to ask for "quarter" but tarianu have manyMr.friends
in
he will doubtless appreciate It If the morning paper will kindly refrain from
who sympathize with them
accusing him of graft, fraud and conspiracy until he gets his hat and coa in their bereavement.
Mr. Mc Far-lan- d
The morning paper shoul
is a trusted employe
off, and takes a seat In the executive office.
of
the
ll
company.
give Governor Curry a chance.
Dr. F. W. Redecker, of Bloomlleld,
Pa., is spending a few days In the
The morning paper believes that Miguel A. Otero Is about to take a han
city. Ir. Redeker arrived Saturday
By looking over Its tiles the morning paper will n
In territorial politics.
on train No. S. which brought
doubt discover that Miguel A. Otero has taken a part In territorial politics evening
Fireman Bancroft. who was quite
tor some time.
badly scalded In a freight wreck near
Grants Saturday afternoon, to this
city. He attended the Injured man
A great many people were shocked by the tide of the burlesque Lad
until
the arrival of the railroad phyd
union suit at Coventry, England. The lady who dl
Godiva in a
sician, and today made a visit to tno
the al fresco pose was not among the number.
Santa Fe hospital to learn of
man's condition.
among
good
authority,
th
that
It Is reported, and, apparently on
Is
mentione
changes In territorial officials, an Albuquerque man's name
'I'vorylMxIy Should Know,"
says tl. ti. Hays, a prominent busi(or a prominent position.
ness man of Bluff. Mo., that Buok-len- 's
Arnica Salve Is the quickest
The Richest unmarried woman In France is the Printers Marie Bona
i
and surest healing salve ever applied
aite. How she has so far eluded Count Botil Is Inexplicable.
to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
piles.
of
I've used It and know
cafe
The latest author to get well advertised by Ills books being exclude
what I'm talking about." Guaranteed
from a public library Is Horatio Alger, Jr.
by all druggists. 2fc.
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CROCKERY AND GLASSWARE

ft.

The YOUNG HOUSEKEEPER
Should furnish her closers and sideboard
with china graceful in its lines, beauteous in design, made of such clay and so
baked as to be a model of elegance and
stand wear strength. Plenty of it in our
large collection of table and other wear
for every housekeeper old or young
in town.

it
(

Now is the Time to Fill up Your Patterns

F. H. Strong

HIE

Strong Block
Corner 2d and Copper

un v Thing For a Picnic
w

.
.
r
i
r
n
it i
nawKeye neirigerator basnet

Tl.

ine

ttr

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

j
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

kit

Albuquerque, New Mex.
C. F. Allen

-

Galvanized
Tii
i

sum-mond-

n

.

r.

$.jr

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and ; Storage
Tanks, Hot
Air Furnaces,

Tin

zsz
General

Roofing:,

Guttering, etc.
Jobbing

305 West Gold
Coltc,
Cholera nnd
ClmiulxTlalirs
Diurrhoon Remedy, Better
Than 'Hire Doctors.
"Three years ago we had three
doctors with our little boy and everything that they could do Beemed In
vain. At last when all hope seemed
to be gone we began using Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and in a few hours he
began to Improve. Today he Is as
heulthy a child as parents wish for."
Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
For sale by all druggists.
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Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
Wrlto us for
Catalogue and Prices

r

J. Korber & Co.

ALBUQUEROUE
NEW MEXICO

These Are
Carriage

ax

Buying
Days

MUM

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices

Do you Intend buying
cenlcle i enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
.

Q)

all kinds.

uav

Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see

Albuquerque Carriage

Corner First and TIJeras Road.

Co.

THE

AD VER TISEMENTS

The historical "Old Hickory" Chair.

A.tou-querq-

Beiker-Blackwe-

Andrew Jackson Chair

ARE READING
THIS ONE

ICC"

Light, comfoi table, durable
and especially adapted to hard
service.

Price . .
ROCker

flesh-colore-

R7

mi

.

,$2.75

to match

3.25

....

Come and see our line of
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

... Staab Building

MOXlAY,

AVC.VfcT

12,

TiixixniiiiiixxximixiMg

50,000

5
GASOLINE
for

$1.35
At
MALOY'S

COCXXX3000CX3000CXXXXXXXXXXXJ

Pleased People
Every Day at
X5hQ

Columbus
Hotel
CXXXICXJOOOCOOCOOCXXXXXXXXXX)

HORSE IS
PROBABLY STOLEN

A horse belonging to G. J. Mace, a
local building contractor, has been
missing since yesterday, and though
the city has been searched, the animal has not yet been found. Mr. Mace
lost a horse once before in a similar
manner and it is suspected that this
horse has been stolen.

HOTEL A1UUVALS.
Alvarnrio.
W. a. Pollack, New York; L. A.
Bland, Kansas Citv: H. L. lJavis, Kan-a- s
City; H. C. Phillips, Los Angeles;
V. H. Arena, Springer;
A. H.
Denver; F. D. Burns, Tlerra
AmaiUla; F. H. King. Cincinnati; P.
R. Duyer, Los Angeles; A. 'Trlquet,
Wellington,
Chicago; M. S. Mayse,
Kan.; Charles W. Wright, St. Louis;
l,
K. A. Sehoener, St. Louis; Harry
Santa Fe; Miss L. Crombie, El
Taso; Miss K. Patton, El Pawo; J.
K. Fernamlez, El Paso; C. O. L. Benson and wife, St. Louis; Miss Arrnond,
St. Louis; L. A. Towner, Denver; ii.
B. Grant and wife, Denver; A.
Winslow; A. J. Delaney, Kansas City; George B. Ryan, Chicago,
Charles E. Johnson, Denver; S. Lima,
Las Lunas; S. B. Grimshaw, Santa
Fe; H. O. Bursum and wife, Socorro;
Miss M. E. Colier. St. Paul; C. E.
Zimmer, Kansas City; J. F. Huckel,
Kansas City; C. C. Reynolds, Raton;
V. W. Hut-toO. E. Herman, Denver;
Topeka.
Uu-Va-

Mul-lenk-

y,

n,

Snvoy.

F. A. Cummings. Dayton; W. E.
Johnson and wife, Nashville; J. Harper, Winslow; W. E. Oswald. Wins-loSamuel D. Sample, Kansas City;
J. X. Johnson, Kansas City; Frank
Beemer, Thomas, Okla.; G. Mercy,
Kansas City; L. Gordln, Newton; L.
B. Hlnton, Salida, Colo.

Aeronaut Joseph A. Hlondin arrived In the city yesterday from the
east where he had his big balloon
manufactured, wnich will be one of
the principal attractions of the territorial fair next October.
"The balloon was especially made
for me In New York and will shortly arrive here,"
stated
Aeronaut
Ulondin this morning. "It has a difeet and a disameter of thirty-fiv- e
placement of 22,5uu cubic feet, and
Is one of the very largest type of
gas balloons made. It has a rattan
car specially constructed to my order
to serve the double purpose of carrying passengers at the fair and for
the free flight which I will make
alone. At this altitude the car can
carry only three passengers at a
time, while at sea level it would be
able to carry five.
The material
used throughout in the balloon and
its equipment is of the strongest and
most serviceable kind.
The captive iballoon will ascend
500 feet at the end of a cable the
breaking strain of which Is 4.000
pounds. The greatest strain to wlueh
this cable will be subjected Is 600
pounds, so there Is a margin of
safety of 3,500 pounds left, which
ought to assure the most timid of
the small danger of the cable breaking.
Rallonn Has Strength.
"The material of which the balloon proper Is made Is a strong cotton and linen weave which for the
purpose intended is better than silk.
While silk is stronger and lighter,
this very fact Is apt to be a disadvantage. It is better to have a balsplit
loon
than to have the
anchor give way, that Is, better for
the aeronaut. Thus the comparative
weakness of the cotton balloon Is an
advantage.
Moreover the cotton or
linen balloon material takes the varnish better than silk and so holds
the gas better. In cases where extreme lightness is absolutely necessary such as an air ship, silk Is preferable.
"The most Important proceeding
In the manufacture
of a balloon is
Properly speaking,
the varnishing.
it Is not varnish, but a preparation
of linseed oil, rubber anil sulphur,
the latter to vulcanize the mixture.
When properly applied this preparation will not crack, peel, or blister
and Is gas proof and weather proof.
i shall spend the month or September varnishing the balloon and making all the preparations for the attraction at the fair. It requires from
two to six weeks to varnish a balloon and from three to six coats are
to purpose for
given, according
which the balloon is Intended. My
balloon will be given six coats as It
will be necessary for It to hold gas
a great length in the long distance
flight.
View of Forty Mile.
"At the height at which the captive balloon wtll ascend, according
to a theoretical table of distances of
horizon limits in statute miles pet
given altitude, the range of vision
would be
afforded the passenger
Taking Into considera29.3 miles.
tion the extreme dryness and rarity
of the atmosphere at this altitude In
this section of the country, one may
reasonably expect to see the horizon
limit extended to forty miles.
"Thus the view afforded the passenger In the captive balloon will
and
be one of exceptional beauty
grandeur, embracing the Rio Grande
valley, far reaches of mountains, numerous villages, streams and farming lands. Never before have the
people ot Albuquerque been afforded
the chance to view this Immediate
vicinity from such an altitude. The
view that may be seen Includes a
great area of characteristic western
country which I dare say, cannot be
excelled in beauty in any part of the
world.
"While in the east I was fortunate
enough to secure a specially thrilling feature which will delight all,
young and old, who attend the fair.
"What is that?"
"Well, for the present that must
remain a secret, but on October 7
it will become public."

Sturges.
Deming; M. A.
Mahans, New York; It. D. Lane,
South Dakota; C. K. Schaefer, Denl-so- JU JITSU DIDN'T
Iowa; Mrs. C. Tracknone, Flagstaff: H. Fey, Wichita; Frank Winchester, Bluewater; G. A. Lamey, St.
W0RK0N POLICEMAN
Louis; J. A. Wilker, St. Louis; John
Gardner, St. Louis; C. P. Owens and
wife, Seligman, Ariz.
Man Who Tried It on Lieutenant
Kennedy Forgot the Ofllcer'H llii
Grand Central.
Jilt lined $10 in Court.
VegJ. L. Owling and family, Las
B. Massey. late of Los Angeles,
as; Dave Hazels, Las Vegas; J. Fath-ergal- l,
Las Vegas; Elmer E. Veeder, who Is said to be expert as a Ju Jltsu
wrestler, mixed it up with Lieutenant
Las Vegas.
Kennedy last plght when the officer
to place him under arrest anJ
tried
New Metrofiolltan.
was
badly worsted. Massey was arMrs. J. A. Hennessey. J. Hennessey, Hear Canon;
R. D. Lane, San rested for disturbing the peace at the
Trimible barn near Second street and
Diego.
Central avenue. It Is said that previously, he applied the gentla art of
Cralue.
Ju Jitsu to a cook for one of the lo
I. K. Smith, El Paso; Ed. Howard, cal restaurants and the cook
was
Buffalo; C. E. Davis, Denver.
quickly subdued.
When Kennedy asked for the pleas,
ure of escorting the embryo wrestler
to the holdover at police headquarters, Massey promptly seized the officer and attempted to apply the Japanese method of fighting to him. The
knowing
much
When in need of anything in the officer juwhile not
Jitsu. still retains a healthy
about
American "mit" which he knows how
to use.
He gave Massey a gentle slap In
E.
French Bakery Co. 202
R.R.Ave.
the face and when the exponent of
Japanese wrestling came out of It,
he was well on his way to the holdover.
ht
In police court this morning
A. Cassman.

TO

Call up 597

CRYSTAL THEATRE
and Load Avt.

Win fined $10.

The dipping of sheep to prevent
and kill the scabies will begin In the
vat prepared at the stock yards Jusl
south of the city tomorrow morning, skating rink last week. Is no excepCharles Chadwlck & Company having tion to the rule. The talented Armade preparations there lor handl- cher came from San Francisco where
ing eight to ten thousand sheep per he followed the calling of giving
day. It is expected that a total of skating lessons and performing fancy
60.000 sheep will be dipped these roller stunts before admiring spectaduring the next week.
tors. But though popular he became
The dipping plant Is a simple af tangled In the meshes of difficulty In
fair. It Is merely a long bath, 100 that city.
Lust Thursday Chief of Tollce
feet long, which Is filled with a so
received a telegram from the
lution of lime and sulphur.
The
sheep are driven into this bath and authorities of San Francisco asking
as It requires them about two min- him to arrest Professor Archer and
utes to swim Its length, the disease hold him until called for.
This was
Is eradicated
when they reach the done and a so .ill otll.-e- r Is expected
any
from
J
Califo.mit
to take
minute
other end.
of tn prisoner.
The charge
Ten days after the first dittoing. It charge
Is
made against Archer
embezzleIs usual to dip Infected sheep a secbut as the prisoner explains it
ond time, in order that the "bugs" ment,
on
hinges
a
tne
trouble
diamond
,.
. nnu
..a v ...... ......
claims a lady patron save
In sheep wool before the."'.
first dipping,- - fhim a He
valuable diamond ring as se
may all be killed.
curity as for money owed him for
The dipping of a large body of skating lessons
and that he pawned
sheep is somewhat of a spectacle,
ring to realize on the debt. By
even to those who have witnessed It the
the courtesy of the (police the probefore and It is likely that hundreds fessor
was ipermttted
to
give
of Albuquerque people will visit the thrilling skating exhibition 9 the his
dlppery to see the sheep swim out of cal skating rink under guard of lo- a
their scabies and other disease breed police officer.. It was not made pubing vermin.
lic until yesterday that Archer was
The sight of the big flocks which
prisoner and nothing In the perare now moving this way for the pur asonal demeanor
the man showed
pose of being dipped. Is alone worth that he chafed In vmfitierent.
seeing. The sheep are reported on
was noticeable, however, that the
It
the move and many of them, will ar skating expert
went through his
rive at the di PTlng iplant ready for stunts with unusual sprightllness and
treatment at sunrise tomorrow.
enjoy
to
he
to
seemed
that
The grazing is tine all over the the utmost. Languishing himself
all day In
country and the care which has been the
city Jail with nothing ti d but
exercised In keeping corrals clean has eat and read novel.', h j welcomed
the
had Its effect in the better condition opportunity every evening to stretclt
of the sheep.
his limbs.
The performance given by Professor
Archer last week was of no mean order. It Is safe to state that he is the
SCALDED FIREMAN
most expert ro"er sliater that ever
came to Albunuornue
exhibition he gives consists of
GREATLY IMPROVED allThe
kinds of fancy roller skating, the
climax of which is a slide on an Inclined wire. He does this dangervjs
Spreading of rails on the Santa Fe feat on roller skates at every perrailroad is given as the cause of a formance and never yet has niie to
wreck which occurred Saturday af- grief thereby. Dressed as a hobo he
ternoon, ninety- - four miles out of Al- mingles grotesque comedy with his
buquerque. Kngine K 5 7 drawing a performance, exciting laughter at his
string of freight cars on the main pantomime Jokes fully as often as ad-- j
line between Urants and Horace Sat- miration for his expert roller skat-- 1
urday afternoon, ran into a ppot ing stunts. In fancy skating of nil
where the the recent rains had soft- kinds on special skates constructed
ened the roadbed, and the tracks gave for the purpose, he excels. One of
way under the train, throwing the the most difficult feats he performs
engine, tank and one water car into Is coming to a dead stop on one skate
on which there is but one roller,
a five-foditch.
Kngineer Friend escaped Injury by and then starting up again without
Jumping, while his fireman, W. Ban- the aid of his other fnt. In fancy
croft, was caught and quite badly figures and spinning, his work approaches the marvelous. During the
scalded by escaping steam.
The fireman was brought here to exhibition Arcner
takes numerous
the railroad hospital on train No. 8 tumbles and before the performance
Saturday evening and at the hospital is over his garments are completely
it was reported today, that he was besmeared with the iblacklsh prepa-- j
much Improved and is in good shape. ration which covers the floor to fa- -,
clllt-atskating.
r
The pcrformanoe' of Professor Ar- cher attracted unusually large crowds
NATIVE LABORERS
to the rink last week and succeeded
In Interesting many novices in the
sport.
GO ON A STRIKE healthful
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Mrs. Bambini,

AXD

at her parlors

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

MeaU at all Hour. Firtt Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

UnderSavoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor
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Convenience The telepfaoB make tbe
lighter, the cares
and the worrie fewer.

telephone
Tbe
your health, prolong

n

.do tie

preserve

year

HT

nd protect yoar bnute.

TOTJ NKiJS A TELEPHONE

IX TOUR IIOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
OmD9O90max2aK)acmiyKm09Km(

SCREENS

Door creen as strong; a an ordinary door at prices that Sefy
eastern-mad- a
screen door In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at th
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SUPERIOR
PINNING
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HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Out-of-tow-

Prompt ttention

LET

FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Highland Livery

109-- 1

US

CALL

1 1

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Tel.

THE VALLEY RANCH

Eastman Kodaks
HAWLEY

P. Matteucci

TTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI

FAST HORSES FOR
TERRITORIAL FAIR
the firm of Schyler
engineers, with offices at Denver and Los Angeles, who
has charge
of the surveying the
Bluewater Land & Development company is doing along the Sunta Fe
coast lines west of this city, was an
Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
Mr.
Davis Is the owner of several of the
fastest running horses on the turf of
Two of them Theothe country.
dore Chase and Chester who have
been racing at Denver, have Just
been (brought to New Mexico, to await
the territorial fair. Mr. Davis Is of
the opinion that there will be a
larger number of horses at the ap
proaching fair than at the fair of laM
year.
B. L. Davis, of
& Davis, locating

Subscribe for Tlie Citizen and get
the new.

Full Set of Teeth
jf
Gold lining
$1.50 UP
Gold Crowns
$6 mfk
Painless Extracting.. .500

V

ALL

WORK
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CCAR-AJJTEE-

120 South Fourth SI.

D.

Hair

DRS. COPP and PETTIT.
ItOOM 12. N. T. ARM I JO ULDfl.
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M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

2nd Stroot

Agent for

--

Traveler$' Insurance Co.,
I

litcitf. Corn-

-

Life and Accident,

'a.;- - I

-

-
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Mr. and Mrs,

Real Estate and Loans

Mature

-
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Your Credit is Good

AND

COMMERCIAL

COURSES

j

No Tuition for New Mexico Students. Board and
Room on the College Campus. Term Begins Mon-C- l
day, August 19, 1907.

I

W. G. TIGHT, Pfesident

with

Clothe your family on $1.00
per week

ate

Wt Cmntrml

.

Safety of the Checking Account
!

When you pay your bills by check, you carry no money
on your person, it is ne t necessary. Your money is safe in
the Dank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the p.irty to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for both large and small

Guarantee every pair

of GLASSES
ABSOLUTELY

I

Fit to be
CORRECT

C. H. CARNES, O.
At YANOrVS,

!.

PARATORY

PRE- -

E. M AH ARAM

S

thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and InShe gives massage
growing nails.
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
SON (.8.
Improves the complexion, and Is
Wlu-rthe Mohawk Clou.
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
Where the Southern Itiw
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
OI'KX
and prevents dandruff and hair fallScuts.
Plenty
of
Coinfortuble.
and
Tuesdays Thursdays,
Ck1
Saturdays
ing out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous and SuikIh. 10 to Id a. ill., J to 5
15 Minute-- , of Amusement.
.
p.
7::iO
10:30
to
in.
by
in,
Massage
vibrator
treatment
hair.
AdmiMsloii Including Skalce 25.
For any blemish of the
machines.
LADIES I'ltEE.
face, tall and consult Mrs. Bambini.
Ac1

I

ENGINEERING, NORMAL,

James Slaughter,

REMEMBER
r
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We manufacture all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Berg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Your patronage Is respectfully solicited.

The Strongest Company
Writing Acc'dent Insurance in the World.
-

University of New Mexico

Beauty Parlors
Shampoolof
Electroloils
Scalp Treatment
Mankorlnf
Children's Hair Culllnc

Vji'.i.

if--

Tile Parisian

ii

'tslihig.

miHion lUe

j j j j

480
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
DAMDROOK BROS.
OOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOC
112 John Street
Card signs, "TtoorTis ror Rent." Phone ROB.
The telegraph companies are not "Board." etc.. for sale a the office of
the only ones with strike troubles. The Evening Citizen.
Twentyfive native laborers employed
by the Santa Fe at Kennedy, where
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs. 1
a new depot is being built, struck
loan Kodak free.
Wm. Wallace McClellan
If you want to got to a cool place In a hurry, wire ua at Glor-k-t- o,
Saturday morning because
one ot
N. M., tolling us wliat train you will take and come on up.
their number had been discharged
and when he went to the foreman Justice of Peace, Precinct No. 12
Our wagon will moot you.
On
the
Corner
money,
was told that he had
for his
Tho round trip fare to Glorlcta Is $5.60; the stage fare to the
ALBUQUKRQUE. N. M.
The Leading Stationer.
nothing coming.
ranch Is St and the rate at tlie ranch Is $8 per week.
According to the men, they receive
Notary Public
We will try to ere that you liave a good time. The iiing la
$1.40 a day and board
themselves.
The company conducts a commissary Collections made at Korber Building 124
good.
and issues goods to the laborers on
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a. m.
credit, the charges being deducted
THE VALLEY RANCH Pecos, New Mexico
from their wages. In the case, which
and 2 to 4 p. m.
riRST CLASS SHOEMAKER
caused the walkout, the laborer, according to the books of the commis- Residence 723 N. fourth St.
AND
REPAIRER
sary, had purchased goods equal to
the amount of his labor. There were
GRKKN FRONT, tOS North rirtt
thirty-fiv- e
men In the gang and twenty-five
of them quit.
Consult
a Reliable Dentist

.

site the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges" cafe, is prepared to give

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

Where to Dine Well

The funeral of Michael Queenen.
who fell and broke nls leg some tlm?
ago, and who died last Monday at St.
Joseph's hospital, was held at 2
o'clock today from the parlors of B.
K. Adams, the Central avenue undertaker.
Mr. Queenen was 55 yeais of age,
and had relatives at Sandusky, Ohio,
who telegraphed Instruction that the
body be iburled here. The Interment
was at Falrvlow cemetery.

s-

oppo-

203

At Consistent
Prices

The one year old son of F.IIkU.
Pina, who resides at Ninth and Cop
per avenues, died this morning after
three days illness.
The little one, Rasaita Pino by
name, contracted a cold which devel
oped Into pneumonia and took him
away iuite suddenly.
Mr. and Mrs. Pino have only been
residents of the city for a short time.
Funeral arrangements have been
completed and the services will be
held at 9:30 o'clock tomorrow morning, from the San Felipe church. Interment will be at Santa B.irlia.--a
cemetery.
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be larger than ever before In Its
history.
A feature of this year at the uni
versity will be the large attendance
of students from outside of the territory. A number or "ppllcatlons
have been received and all students
desiring to come here will be admit
ted after those from Xew Mexico are
attended to.
On Thursday. Friday and Satur
day of this week from two until
four o'clock In the afternoon, members of the faculty of the university
will be at the Matsnn book store to
consult
with students, parents or
guardians relative to classes, etc., at
tne university.
AH members of the university fac
ulty have returned from their vaca
tions and they are busily engaged In
preparing their work for the opening
or tne university.
Among those who desire to attend
the university
this winter, are a
number of young men and young
women who desire to secure work
In private families for their room
and board.
Altogether, the members of the
faculty say the coming term promises to be a very busy one for students and Instructors.

"Ju Jitsu may be all right." said
Lieutenant Kennedy, "but I am still
firm In my belief that the
'ortiett-Jefl'rie-

MOVING

NEW

une lot or genius has ever been a
The University of New Mexico will
hard one and the case of Professor
Harry Archer, the exhibition roller open Monday, August 19th, and from
skater, who performed at the local reports, the opening attendance will
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accounts.
We solicit your account.

14 W. Central

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
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MYSTERIOUS STRANGLER OF

IS

VALLES

"DEATH LANE" SCORES AGAIN

ACQUITTED

OF CHARGE

OF

MURDER
( Con

1 1

mioi! from Page One.)

the examination of Valles by
having him deny substantially
all
the material evidence adduced by
the territory during the entire trial.
Valles' demeanor on the witness
stand was Ihe same displayed at
the bar Impassable and devoid of
expression. No animation; only the
mere moving of the lips to answer
questions and the snapping of his
eyes. His face was a swartniy mask
of defiance.
The cross examination of the witness merely ascertained that he was
4i years of age and was born In
New
Mexico, and after coming to
Mexico has lived at La Joya, Sablnal
of
The testimony
and Progresu.
Valles closed the case for the defense.
Territory's) lU'lnittal.
The territory Introduced but two
witnesses In rebuttal.
51. C. Bennett was recalled to give
testimony regarding a stolen mare
found In possession of Valles, and
Julius Meyers, of the mounted police, was recalled to give expert testMr.
imony regarding foot prints.
Meyers stated that a foot would
make foot prints of different sizes
according to the nature of the
ground trod on and the gait being
traveled.
Arguments.
District Attorney Clancy opened
toy
paying the dethe arguments
ceased colonel a glowing tribute. He
spoke of the deceased's public and
private life and of his own personal
respect and affection for him. The
speaker referred to the deceased ns
the champion of the race to which
he belonged and paid tribute to his
efficient public career as superintendent of public instruction, and
as a vigorous enemy of wrongdoers.
The district attorney then reviewed the case from beginning to end,
It
as put forth by the territory.
was a strong case.
citia
to
to
be
a
be
crime
used
"It
zen of Home, and truly it was a
crime."
These were the words with which
Lnrrazolo opened the most ardent
appeal ever made to a Jury. In his
final address to the jury Prosecutor
Clancy referred to It as a magnlfl-can- t
display of oratorical eloquence.
of the
Mr. Larrasolo's resume
case of the defense was equally as
eloquent and masterly as the oratorical effort which preceded it.
He told the Jury to look Into their
hearts for their minds and let their
in
finding
conscience guide them
was
whether or not the defendant
guiltv and deprive of him his liberty,
his life.
Prosecutor
In his final argument
Clancy again dwelt fn ktndly measures upon the life of the deceased.
Colonel Chaves and attacked In a
most vigorous manner the argument
of the defense.
an
consumed
The prosecution
hour in its opening address and two
and thirty minutes in its
hours
closing address.
Attorney Larrazolo spoke continually for over two hours.
Mosed

1

j

Killed by the Mysterious
of
"Death Ijiiie."
Da-toOhio, August 12. On the whose especial prey are young girls?
outskirts of Dayton Is a wooded spot Such Is the question that Is causing
bathed In human blood that la brave men to shudder and women to
more to be dreaded by women and upend sleepless nights.
you n n: girls than the darkest areas
Whether he Is half man. hnlf maof Africa.
niac, who is of good appearance In
life, but occasionally lapses
dally
many
So
are the hideous crimes
patns Into a sort of beast, or a mental
committed along Its shady
moral degenerate of uncoum
that the place has become known as and
appearance
certain It Is, the resi"Death Lime."
cannot
of the neighborhood
dents
hiding
place
It
Is
After dark
the
of some unknown beast In human rest In peace while he roams at
form, whose fiendish delight Is to large.
pounce upon Innocent and helpless
on vkkge
victim?.
notMi:ii OKis SOFT
COAL FAMINE.
Pretty Anna Markowlti was the
last to fall Into the clutches of this
Boulder. Colo., August 12. The
mysterious
With the Boulder Electric Light & Power comdeath of Abraham Cohen, her com- pany has enough coal to run tomorpanion, the crime becomes a double row only.
Unless some coal is remurder. Intensified In horror by the ceived tomorrow
tho works must
assault alleged to have been com- close down, and that will not only
beyoung
upon
woman
stop the street car and the lighting
the
mitted
system, but also cause many instifore she was strangled.
Cohen, a traveling salesman, had tutions in town to shut down, notably
gone for a stroll with the Markowtts the printing offices and the dally
They
Inters,
Anna and Bertha.
were seated In a grove near the Soldiers' Home. As the three chatted ISAILKY BUYS INTEREST
together pleasantly two shots were
IN TULSA OIL FIELD.
heard. Cohen ran to the road. He
Tulsa, I. T., August 12. Senator
fell fatally wounded by two bullets. Joseph W. Bailey of Texas and John
An unknown monster rushed upon H. Kirk of Houston have purchased
the girls. Bertha fled until she the Haimmett & Ollleaple farm In
sank unconscious to the ground.
the Olennpool, paying therefor $165.-00The farm comprises 72 V acres
Strangled.
to and has five wells on it producing
Anna was found, strangled
2,500
barrels of oil ler day.
Kvldences
death,
mutilated.
and
Bailey and his associates
pointed to a fearful struggle. The areSenator
for an additional SO
clothing had been nearly torn from acresnegotiating
In
the Glennpool with 13 wells
The arms were crowded on
1ler body.
It and a dally production of 5.000
down over the eyes, as if to shut out
barrels, but the price, 1300,000, is
a horrible picture.
high.
Last fall the bruised form of considered a little
beautiful Dona Oilman was found
away, and
Doan's Regulets cure constipation,
only a short distance
the stomach, stimulate the liver,
within the last several weeks there tone
promote
digestion and appetite and
In
assaults
three
other
hnve been
easy passages of the bowels. Ask your
the same vicinity.
Who ia this mysterious st rangier druggist for them. 25c a box.

Anna Markowitz,

mnn-gorill-

Horribly

Miui-Gorll-
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Isn't a Man Easy?

Trtsfense' Alibi.
The Friday morning session opened
with Attorney Larrazolo outlining In
a brief statement to the Jury the
line the defense expected to pursue
in proving an all'bl for the defendant.
The first evidence offered by the de
fense was a small bit given by Fro- oaflo Cordova, a witness for the ter
ritorv. made at the .preliminary hear
lTrg of Valles, In which the witness
said that he visited the Sal as home
the morning after the killing with
reference to a horse- - At the present
hearing Cordova said that he did not
think that he gave such testimony,
but went to the Salas home for a
different purpose.

CITIZEN.

The first witness offered for the
defense was Manuel tranches. San-rhwas sheriff elect of the new
county of Torrance and was present
when Valles was arrested.
The witness examined the 44 calibre rifle offered by the territory, as
being found t the Valles home when
Valles was arrested, and said that It
was not the rllle that he saw at the
Valles home..
Tho witness was not cross examined by the territory.
F. K. Dunleavy was called by the
defense to show that Valles made
frequent visits to Pngreso regarding
a contract for baling hay.
was conducting a
Mr. Dunleavy
store at Willard In November. 1!M)4,
and sold Valles a hay baling machine.
The defense's next witness was
Lueras, a resident of
The witness testified that he had
made a contract with Valles on the
20th of November, 1904, for baling
hay. the defense by this evidence attempting to show that Valles had
been to Progreso on 'business concerning this contract.
On the cross examination the territory asked the witness If he had not
been convicted of sheep stealing In
the district court of .Socorro county,
Btid that the prosecution had been
due to Colonel Chaves,
The evidence finally developed that
Lueras had been first convicted and
then acquitted of sheep stealing.
The next witness was Leonor
de Lueras, wife of the preceding witnesa.
The witness testified that she was
at the house of Valles the evening
of the killing, and saw Valles working In his blacksmith shop by the
llgt.t of a lantern. The sun had set.
After gathering from the witness testimony regarding who had accompanied her to and from the Valles home
that evening, the counsel asked her
question,
the following impea-iilnbearing on the testimony of the territory of the wife of Porcoplo Cordova.
Larrazolo
On cross examination,
had asked the witness If she had told
Mrs. Lueras, the present witness, that
Valles had remained and slept at her
house all night the night Colonel
Chaves was killed.
The question was:
"Is It not a fact, .Mrs. Luonix, Unit
on w vera I occasions ilurinir last year
previous to Hie
and Uio year
from the
rot urn of your husband
HiiU'iitlnr,v, that In speak lug of this
sistvr-lii-laLeoyour
Willi
matter
nor Lueras. In your own home, you
told Iter tluit the defendant luul remained and slept at your house the
Saturday, the. 20th of
iiilit of 11101.
nnd that ho remained
there nil nljjht and never went out?"
The witness answered "yes."
Valles Worked by Lamp Light.
As a link in the alibi evidence,
which the defense hoped to produce
to show that Valles was at home at
the hour Colonel Chaves was killed,
of the
Jacobo Salazar a relative
Lueras 'by marlage, was put on the
stand and testlllcd that Mrs. Lueras
did not arrive home that evening
from her visit to the Valles ranch until 6:30 o'clock.
The next witness, a brother of
Jacobo Sedlllo, testified that Jacobo
Sedlllo was with him all day of the
26th of November, 1904, and slept
all night the night Colonel Chaves
was killed In a house with him.
This was an effort to break down
the case of the prosecution at that
point, where it was shown that Sedlllo was at the house of Domingo Valles the evening of the killing.
.Mild Surprise.
The prosecution sprung a mild
on
the court at tr; close of
sensation
the forenoon session Friday by asking a witness, a step daughter of
Lazarlo Cordova, if she had seen and
talked to Domingo Valles since coming to Estancla.
The witness said
that she had not talked to Valles
but that Valles had told her not to
forget about some dates.
The first witness called In the afternoon was Ceclllo Yoelovetta, a
resident of Manzano. The witness said
that he had seen Valles in October,
thirty days previous to the killing,
and Valles told him not to scare Colonel Chaves.
Witness Admits Untruth.
"Mrs. Romero, did you not say
yesterday at the house of Julius Mey
es

Pro-gres-

o.

lo

T.

MOXDAY.

ers In the presence of Mrs. Meyers,
Oeorge W. Armljo and Captain For-nof- f,
that Valles, while In a fit of anger against .Captain Torres, at the
penitentiary, say that you would some
day leave some more of these sons of
the same as you left Colonel
Chaves?"
This question asked by
District Attorney Clancy and answered In the affirmative by the witness,
who added, 'ibut I did not then tail
(he truth."
This was a thunderbolt from a
clear sky to the case of the prosecution, tireat reliance had been placed
on the testimony of this witness, .who
was brought from the penitentiary at
Santa Fe on Tuesday and secreted In
Estancla to await being called to the
witness stand.
however, Anally
The prosecution,
extracted a statement from Romero
to the effect that he In August, 1905,
told Dick Huber and Jimmy Chaves
that Valles had told him that he had
killed Colonel Chaves.
Sedlllo and Valles.
The next witness was Jacobo Sedlllo, the man who was indicted with
Valles for the murder of Colonel
Chaves. Sedlllo and Valles were together the evening of the murder. It
was suspected that he was an accomplice to the murder, and rode one of
the two horses that loft the tracks
found at the bush near Plnos Wells
the morning after the killing.
Valles nnd Sedlllo had not been so
close together since the preliminary
hearing. The two former pals stared
nt each other for several moments,
Sedlllo. who Is the younger man, apparently expecting some expression
from Valles. But
nf recognition
none came.
Valles was too wily.
during the
eyes
repeatedly
met
There
time Sedlllo was on the stand, but
the expressions were always blank,
Valles keeping his usual pose, having his chin on his hsnd or twirling
Sedillo had made
his mustache.
statements at different times bearing
on the case, which were very damaging to the case of the defense, but
when placed on the stand proved a
When 'prevery' unwilling witness.
sented with statements signed by him.
Sedlllo said that he could not tell
whether they were true or not.
In one of these statements, Sedlllo
said that Valles hail asked him to go
with him to kill Colonel Chaves.
Another of the statements was to
the effect that Valles had told him
that Chaves iwould not live very long
and that Valles said that If he (Se
dillo) should ever say anything about
t. he would kill him.
The other statement was similar
to the last.
then read a
The nrosecutlon
lengthy document, containing questions put to the witness and the wit
ness' answers In which the witness
stated that he suspected that Valles
did the killing. This document was
made In the ipresence of Judge Mann
and Captain Fornoft of the mounted
ollce.
denied the answers, and
Sedillo
said that If he made them, he did
not have good sense.
The document was Identified by In
ternreter Sena and Court Stenogra
.nher Prentice and offered as evidence
against an objection made by the de
fense, the objection being" overruled
ihv the court.
The statement made by Sedlllo In
this document was the most vital evi
dence .produced by the prosecution.
The prosecution closed Its case by
having Richard Huber lrtenttry a
made and sworn to by Sedillo at Santa Fe last May.
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ALBUQUERQUE
2nd and Cold

2nd and Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO.. INC.

Polishes and dressings for black,
tan. brown, white, plnx. blue and
gray shoes at C. May's Shoe store,
314 West Central avenue.
To feel strong, have good appetite
nnd digestion, sleep Boundly and en- Joy life, use Burdock Blood Hitters,
the great system tonic and builder.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

Bring us your too i?orlc. Prices
tho very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
and calling cards a specialty.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

o

Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspepsia Is a preparation of vegetable acids
and contains the same Juices found
It digests
In a healthy stomach.
what you eat. Sold by J. H. O'RIel-l- y

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

& Co.

The plan of your new house may
be correct, but unless you have good
building material you're going to be
disappointed
"That's What!" "It's
up to you" to insist that every stick
of lumber that goes into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.

is to learn as to the relative standing and reliability of the leading manufacturers of medicinal agents, as the most eminent physicians are the most careful as to
the uniform quality and perfect purity of remedies prescribed by them, and it is well
generally that the California Fig Syrup
known to physicians and the
Co., by reason of its correct methods and perfect equipment and the ethical character of
its product has attained to the high standing in scientific and commercial circles which
is accorded to successful and reliable houses only, and, therefore,, that the name ot the
Company lias become a guarantee of the excellence of its remedy.
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUH.
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At this season we should eat spar-

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
Louisville, Ky.

Mat

1871.

Carries the largest and Host Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In the Southwest

d

San Francisco, Cal.
U S. A.
London, England.

CO.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

1

1

ESTABLISHED

THE WHOLESALE

d

.

LUMBER

Corner Third and Marquette

in every walk of life and are essential to permanent sucappeal to the
cess and creditable standing, therefore we wish to call the attention of all who would
enjoy good health, with its blessings, to the fact that it involves the question of right
living with all the term implies. With proper knowledge of what is best each hour
of recreation, of enjoyment, of contemplation and of effort may be made to contribute
to that end and the use of medicines dispensed with generally to great advantage, but
as in many instances a simple, wholesome remedy may be invaluable if taken at the
proper time, the California Fig Syrup Co. feels that it is alike important to present
truthfully the subject and to supply the one perfect laxative remedy which has won
because
acceptance of the
the appoval of physicians and the world-wid- e
of the excellence of the combination, known to all, and the original method of manufacture, which is known to the California Fig Syrup Co. only.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known under the name of
acceptance as the most excellent of
Syrup of Figs and has attained to world-wid- e
family laxatives, and as its pure laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well
of the world to be the best of natural
known to physicians and the
laxatives, w have adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
Senna as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtless it will always be
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs and to get its beneficial effects always
California Fig Syrup Co.
note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company
Syrup of
simply call for
you
package,
whether
of
every
front
the
on
printed
plainly
of Figs and
Syrup
of
as
and
Syrup
Elixir
Senna
of
Figs
name
Figs or by the full
,
.
.
.
.
r
c
.i
Elixir of Senna
is the one laxative remedy manutactured ny tne camornia rig sjrup
given
which
has
of
Figs
Syrup
Co. and the same heretofore known by the name
satisfaction to millions. The genuine is for sale by all leading druggists throughout
the United States in original packages of one size only, the regular price of which
is fifty cents per bottle.
Every bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, 1). C, that the remedy is not adulterated or
misbrancled withiu the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906.
Well-Informe-
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TRUTH AND QUALITY

Through the blood, diseases are carried from one generation to another.
Parents transmit them to their children, and so it goes on down the family
line for years and years unless the taint is removed from the blood. Especially is this true of Scrofula, for it is a disease that is "bred in the bone,"
and unless the blood is purified and every trace of the tronble removed the
miserable disease will finally undermine the entire health and wreck the
life of its victim. The usual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged glands or
tumors about the neck, which often burst and become discharging ulcers,
weak eyes, Catarrh of the head and throat, skin diseases, etc. The trouble
Leintr so firtuly intrenched in the bhxvl often attacks the bones, resulting in
White Swelling, or hip disease, while a waxy, pallid appearance of the skin,
loss of strength and energy, and often lung afTections, show that the disease
is entirely destroying the bright red corpuscles and rich, nutritive qualities
of the blood. Scrofula being a constitutional disease, one affecting the
entire circulation, must be treated with a remedy that builds up and
Strengthens every part of the system, which has so' on r b en denied
Strength and nourishment it should have receive fr .u f.ie blood. S. S. the
S.
is the best of all 11 o purifiers and the greatest of all tonics, an is therefore
the ideal feme '.y f r Scrofula. S. S. S. searches out an destroys all genus,
taints and p . sous. tive strength, richness and vigor to the b'oo l and cures
Scrofula
It so thoroti rhly remove t ie tr .aYie from the blood
that no signs of it are ever seen again, and posUri'v is stir-teout in li
with a clean, pure l.oo sup;dv, which is their rig!:' Jul
t it vice.
S. S S
-.
i
while th
in its action, and the
veg. l
which compose it b i:l in everv ii.irt iA
'. on t' e b'oo
nd medical advi.-.- fuw. TZZ LXJITH Z?ZZ'.TIZ CO., ATLANTA. CA.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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ing and properly.
We should also
help the stomach as much as possible by the use of a little Kodol occasionally. Kodol for Indigestion and
Dyspepsia will rest the stomach by
actually digestion of the food Itself.
Sold by J. H. O ltlelly & Co.
I'll stop your pain tree.
To show
you first before you spend a penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
will mail you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Period pains, etc.. are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headache
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis. Hold by all dealers.
Life, Insurance.
For twenty-fiv- e
cents you can now
Insure yourself nnd family against
any bad results from an attack of
colic or diarrhoea during the summer months. Thut U the price of a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medicine that has never been known to
fall. Ruy It now. It may save life.
For sale by all drugsUU.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

romKmoaiOmK9Kmomom

Thos. F. Keleber

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 800 Square
PALMETTO ROOF PAIWT
Stops Leaks, Last Five Veers.

Fe.

JAP-A-LA-

408 Won Railroad Arouao

TOri A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Ha
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders fe
this line with us.
7
NORTH TH T.D BT.
llt-tll-11-

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
au

Kinds of FTecb end Salt Ms
bteam Sausage factory.
EMIL KMK.VWOH
Masonic Building, North JV
Iu

MONDAY,

AIGrST

'ALBUQUEIiQDE

12, 1907.

ROBBER HELD UP
AN ENTIRE

MY

Territorial UOT
Topics

weed-cuttin-

CITIZEN.

breaking in

INS

THEORY

er

barrel.

Ransacked House.
The robber proceeded to ransack
the house, keeping the family cov1
ered. He relaxed his vigilance, mo
mentarlly and Mrs. de los Reyes,
seising
opportunity,
leaped
the
tnrougn a window, carrying pane
ana sasn wun ner.
Immediate pursuit was given by
the robber but the woman, scream
ing at the top of her voice, ran to
ward another ranch houRe a quarter
of a mile away and her cries brought
help. The robber, frightened, gave
up the pursuit and disappeared.
It
was said that he had gone Into the
mountains.
Suspicion pointed
Mayo
toward
and when he arrived here a few
days ago he was Immediately
ar
rested by Deputy Sheriff Mills.

IT'S A

E TO

l-

well-post-

fc-a-

ATTEMPT SUICIDE
New York, August 12. For the
first time In many years a young wo
man who went to trial on charge of
having attempted suicide has been
convicted in court here. An attempt
at suicide is a felony, punishable by
Imprisonment in state's prison for
not more than two years, or by a fine
of not more than $1,000 or both, tout
as a rule the unfortunates, after arrest and meditation, are given their
freedom.
Rosina Goldner is the young woman, and her conviction is the cul
mination of a long series of misfor
tunes, home years asro she was hurt
Iby a celling which fell nr. her. Then
she lost all her savings In an unsuccessful business venture. Again, he
was found overcome by gas, and it
was (believed that she had tried to
kill herself. She fell frjm a street
car, and a pin which was forced into
her arm caused blood p jlsonlng.
Three times she was a pathnt In
Bellevue hospital, having attempted
suicide, the last occat.oa being In
Central park, where she drank laudanum.
Btate of Ohio, City or Toleao,
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Chenney makes oath thnt he
Is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo. County and Btate aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the sum
of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Bworn to before me and subscribed in
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. D. 18S6.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
Notary Public
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken Internally
and acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Bend for
testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props..
Toledo, Ohio.
Take Hall s Family Pills for

,n,i

drue-eiata-
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"Regular as the Run."
an expression as old as the race.
No doubt the rising and setting of
the sun is the most regular performance In the universe, unless It Is
the action of the liver and bowels
when regulated with Dr. King's New
Life Pills. Guaranteed by all druggists. 26c.
Is

HFTLP WANTED.
FOtTND.
USLP WANTED If that is your fOUND Through tne want nmn,
crying need, a want ad in The
of The Evening Citizen, Just what
Evening Citizen s want column will
you nave Deen looking ror.
assure you of plenty of employes.
advertising source sure to hrinv An
re
turns
for small expenditure. Try a
WANTED.
wsnt ad, and be conrincea.
WANTED Position as clerk or ofPERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
fice man. Have .had experience
and can give good references. AdThe flexible sole Red Crosi
dress, J. W. Harvey.
1201 Eas:
Shoe is
Railroad avenue, city.
from
WANTED--- A"
competent bookkeep'he start.
,
er, capable of handling books of On
Pianos, Organs
a wholesale and retail business. noma,Furnltura,
The
burnine and a
wagons and other Chattels
References required. Address Q,
also on SALARIES AND WARM :aused by stiff soles nd the
care otizen
WANTED Good carpenters, waiters MUUBJfl KBCKIFT8, as low as 1( svils of thin soles
aie nre- and waitresses; also cook. Can ana as man as iioo. Loans art
furnish good baker.
quickly mad and strict
by the Red Crt ss. It
artrat
Tims: On month to on year rlvsa snables a
Oolburn's
woman to be on her
Employment Agency
Goods remain In your
aosss ioa
Went
100
Silver Ave.
Phone 4M uur rates ars reasonable, call an feet for hours at a time with
girl for see us before borrowing,
WANTED A competent
omfort.
general housework. Family of two.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAM CO.
Apply 1132 West Central avenue Steamship
tickets
to
and from a A stylish
References required.
parts of tha world.
WANTED Ladies desiring Millinery
Rooms
4,
t
shoe
and
Grant Bid.
at less than cost to call on Miss
tetH West Railroad At.
Crane, 612 North
Second street.
ibsolx
private
Millinery and dressmaking parlors:
Optra EvralngiL
also apprentices wanted.
romfortcble A.
WANTED A competent bookkeeper
1
SALESMEN wanted.
and colector. Address B, care Citizen office, stating experience, and
enclosing proof.
CARDS
WANTED To buy all kinds of - PROFESSIONAL
hand furniture. Scheer & Warllck,
206 East Central avenue.
LAWTERS.
WANTED A good . delivery horse.
ficheer ft Warllck, The New FurniIra MBond.
K' r
ture Store, 20 East Central aveATTORNEY AT LAW, II F.Bt
nue.
N. W Washington, D. C.
Pensions
WANTED People who want some land patents,
caveats
thing, to advertise In The Citizen's letter patents, copyrights,
trade
marks, claim
)xfords,
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
R. W. D. Bryan.
hundred fold.
ATTORNB T AT LAW. Albuquer
Que, N. M.
Office,
First Natlona ligh Shoes,
MEN WANTED.
Bank
building.
EN WANTED Somewhere every
$4.00
day. If you are looking for a Job
E. w. Dobson.
put a want ad in The Evening
's
ATTORNEY
AT
Let us fit you.
LAW.
Offlse
want column and It will do Cromwell block,
Albuquerque. N. M
the rest.
DENTISTS.
FOR KENT.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
FOR RENT Modern
brick
121 Railroad Arnu
house In good repair. $30. Lloyd
Dental Surgeon.
iiunsaKer. zoft uom ave.
Rooms 1
I, Barnett building
3
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
over O'RIelly's drug
room apartment, with gns range No. 744. Appointments store. byPhon.
mad
mat.
electric light, hot and cold water.
DR. C. A. ELLER;
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 West
120.
Gold avenue.
Dentist.
Phone III.
cottage, N. T. Armljo Building.
FOR RENT Good
112, also
cottage at $15.
zuiniunu rf. Alger, D. D. 8.
No.
-T106 Pallroad avenue.
Convenient to shops. Lloyd Hun
Offle
saker, 205 West Gold avenue.
uour. a. m., to 12:10 p. m.; 1:1'
FOR RENT Light, airy well-fu- r
m.
p. m. Both phones, Ap
P.
to
nished rooms for rooming or light potntmentei made by
mall.
housekeeping.
All rooms opsnlng
on tne outside, price, $1 per weok
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
ana up. Allnueap ill ll'une, 624 Homeopathic Physician
and Surgeon And Principal Eastern Point
South Second. A. T. liivjie, Pro
Occidental Life Building. Tl
prletor.
Phone 886. Albuquerque. N. M.
FOR RENT Any number of rooms
DR. R. L. HUST,
lurnisned to suit tenant. Also five
Physician anil Kii.nu.,,
room cottage nicely furnished, wllh
On Sale Dally
6
Rooms
ft 8. N. T. Armljo Building.
piano. Apply nu East Coal ave
nue.
DRS. IIROXkov j.
Homeopathic Physicinna and 'sur-geonJune 1st to Sept. 30th
FOn RENT Pleasant, well furnish
ed front rooms, near business cen
Oyer Vann's Dnig Store.
Phono. Ofllee and Residency. 62B
ter;
rates reasonable.
Corner
sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
IR. C. A. FRANK.
via
Physician and Surgeon.
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
4 and 6. Barnett bldg. OfKooms
rooms, witn use or bath, very reafice
8
hours
to
12
2
and
to 6, 7 to I
sonable; no Invalids. Hotel Cralge,
Silver avenue, between First and
W- econfl streets.
,'E-NK
PROVIXES. M. D
Specialist: Eye,
Ear and Throat.
FOR RENT Several small cottages. Late
assistant to chair of diseases of
an nicely rurnished for housekeepeye.
ear
and
throat
ing.
J. B. Block, Jemez
Hot lege of Medicine, In Hospital ColKy.
Springs, N. M.
Eyes properly testedLouisville,
for glasses.
6 and 8, N. T. Armljo
Rooms
buildEMPLOYMENT.
ing.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
ine uuien want column will fur
nish you a quick and ready mean
or securing it at a minimum exUNDERTAKER
penditure. Put a want ad In The
BORDERS
Citizen today and be at work tomorrow.
Low rates, lone limit, tlrkota
FOR SALE.
ARCHITECTS
cepted on Limited and all other
FOR SALE Special "low rates. To
trains.
at ticket office and wo
F. W. Spencer! Rooms
T
Chicago, St. Louis and
Bar will planCall
Kansas
your trlD back eastWi
City.
One way or round trip tic- nett building, Albuquerque, N.
If
ar
going.
all
Whx not yooT
kets furnished In any part of the Both phones.
United States. Low rates to California. See m B I U buy. Moore's
NOTARY PUBLIC
Ticket Office. 11 J Central avenue.
Member American Ticket Brokers'
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
T.E.PURDY, Agent
Association.
Office with W. B. Chlldara
FOR
SALE Five-rooWest
A. T. & S. F. RY.
modern
Gold avenue.
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap If sold at once. B. N.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Svrun
Citizen.
acts gently upon the bowels and
In a three-rooFOR SALE-rSn- ap
house In the Highlands; must be clears the whole system of coutrha
sold.
Porterfleld Co., 216 West and colds. It promptly relieves inflammation of the throat and allays
Gold avenue.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
OR SALE One
NOTARY PUBLIC,
house, iilliauun, cum DV J. i (J'1P11V A,
y
Apply at Mann
furnished.
Co. 114 North Second street.
Rooms 11 and 14 Cromwell Bluck.
Albuquerque. Telephone Na.
OR SALE Half Interest in estab
ilshed poultry business. Bred-to- Lay Poultry Yards, J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.

MONEY to LOAN

REAL

Bowel complaints are always more or less prevalent during the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his best horse going for a doctor
when some of his family was suffering from cramp colic or chobra
Be prepared for such an emergency.
morbus.

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Is the most successful medicine yet produced for these diseases and can
always be depended upon.
No doctor can prescribe a better medicine.
It is almost certain to be needed before the Summer is over. Buv it now.

ESTATE

BARGAINS

FOR SALE.
Four room adolie house
and alMut an acre of
line garden land, W.
Central avenue
$ 800
Three room house, four
lot, North Fourth
street
1,000
Three room house and
an acre of land, three
miles north of town..
400
Three room house, furnished complete, two
good horM'M, spring
wagon and one acre
of bind
500
Six room house. West
New York avenue... 2,500
Six room house. West
Marquette avenue ... 1,800
IOIt It EXT.
six
room brick Iiousc,
hntli.
cvlhir,
Fourth

"uril
$20.00
Aliitiliiii-iitIn llie natj,
mod--tuo to sl rooms,
i oiivciiltnoe, $10 to 20.00
l'our room brick Iiousc,
Imlli. cellar, rourtli ward 23.00
lirli-Seven room
hoiiHe,
nkhIi tii. furnished or
ni

close In.
Three- - rooms for lighthouse- keeping, close in
15.00
I'lve room house, South
Second street
15.00
live room frame. First
word
20.00

A. Montoya
215 Wrst

Gold lye.
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Small chestnut color mare;
white hind feet. Reward for return to 211 South High street.
Kczciiiu.
good of those
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wish to say, my wife had something
of that kind and after using the doc-

tors' remedies for some time concluded to try Chamberlain's Salve and
It proved to be better than anything
she had tried. For sale by all drug-
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gists.

KILLthc COUCH

Weak Kidneys

and

sorely point to wak kidney
The Kldneyi, like theUIwrt, and tbe
(ttomsch. dad tlwlr weakneu, not in tba
organ
lUrf-lbut In the nerrea that control and guide
and ttrenrthen them. Dr. Bhoop'i RentorsUve Is
HKCiflcally prvirwl to reach theaa
a
contmlUoc nervu. To doctor the Kidneys alone.
It I utile. It 1 a want of time, and ol otouaj a
Well.
If Tour back aches or U weak, if the urine
anald. or li lisrk and Mron. if jou hare iymptom
of Urihu or other dltirrKalns or daitguroiu kid.
ney disae. try lr. Ehoop't lUatoraUva a month
TahK u or Liquid mid
what it can aud will
00 lot you. Druggist recoumuuid and auil

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
1.

OTUEIAY CO.

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

Wak Kldneri.

rierve.

bUl.D UY J.

WW

comfortable

chine

LOST.

Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor

,

AFFAIR

of his mother,
J. W. Williams, for some time past
i neoreticany
the best program
8an Bernardino,
August U.
assistant superintendent of the Q. V. In summer if you want to keep cool ouperinienaeni j. Cal.,
K. Hitchcock o
K. & N. at Globe, has been made su
is 10 eat roous that have little nu tne santa Fe has returned to hes.J
perintendent of the Arizona & Colo triment in them." a Dhysfclan said quarters In this city from the Hes-per-la
rado depot, which is one ox the Ran tms morning.
wreck, where he has been ever
dokph lines.
"You may reduce your menu from since its occurence, and was yestergeneral principles of physiology If day continuing the work
of investi
Patents have been granted to resl you care to .x'rolelds, which Is the gating the cause of the disaster.
dents of Arizona Territory as fol Bcienunc term for meats,
up
build
what
been
From
has
learned
of
lows: .Isaac Anderson of McCabe, a waste
uoribonydrates,
the me wreck it is without
doubt
devic for the decovery of precious starchy tissue.
foods, generate even more plain case of carelessness on the part
rnemiB irom solution;
William T. heat than meats. The third class of of the train crew, in leaving the
Harper of Flagstaff, for a
rood Is fats. You see the dilemma heavy train on the grade practically
alble bottle.
The best thing to do, clearly Is to unprotected, while the rear brake-ma- n
eat as little of the starchy foods as
testified that he set the brakes
A special from Jerome, Arizona. possible and little of the
prolelds on several of the rear cars of the
nays: unere is absolutely no trutli in ana or tne rats.
train,
it Is pointed out that If this
me report that United Verde amel
"Milk is the best hot weather food. was really
It should hut hlit
ter is rawing In. The smelter has One glass of good milk contains as the train. done
It la probable that sever.
Deen
closed temporarily
while the mucn nutriment as a hungry man al of the men In charge of the train
large crane track Is being rerialred could get out of two eggs, three will lose their Jobs, as it Is said the
(but this wo
will soon be completed ounces of lean meat, sixteen ounces condition In which they
the
and the smelter will soon be running of oysters, one ounce of cocoa and train is a gross violation of left
the rules
again as usual.
two ounces orf bread. This has been or tne company.
tested in many case, especially in
IHutgrrons Practice.
J. A. 'Burton, chief engineer for tubercular cases. It Is possible to
Tvhen anyone says there Is no
Grant Brothers, the concern which la live on milk alone, for it contains danger in leaving a train like that
building the Southern Pacific's So all three of the classes of foodstuffs. on a grade such as exists at Hesne- nora railroads, today admitted thai
rla, he don't know what he Is talkA Hot Weatltrr Menu.
"ultimately" the northern terminus
"A good hot weather menu which ing about. It Is positively dangerous
of the railroad will undoubtedly be would furnish no more nutriment o leave even a iignt train there un
Douglas, Arizona.
Just what the than the body requires In summer, protected, to say nothing of such
date of "ultimately" is Mr. Burton would go something like this:
train as the one which was wrecked."
could not say, but he implied that
"Breakfast
Prepared cereals, the said a
railroad man yes
It would not be far from, a year.
kind that come in paste'board boxes. terday, in discussing the matter.
A thin slice of bacon, which Is salty
The Santa Fe claim agents were
The people of Northern
Arizona and covers the taste but doesn't add yesterday still at work on the task
have concluded to establish a fish any fuel to the furnace; a cud of or getting the claims, that will re
hatchery on Oak Creek, near Flag coffee.
suit, Into shape. The loss to the San
staff.
This, the sportsmen sav. Is
"Luncheon (Milk; sandwiches ta Fe occasioned by the wreck will
an Ideal place for fishing and they fancy sandwiches preferred,
because mount Into six figures. Among the
think that within two years after the they are cut thinner. Finish with a expensive rreignt smashed up was a
(best fishing in Arizona, as well as piece of 'indigestible pie."
carload of expensive mahogany fur
best fishing ground In Arizona as
"Dinner Kteak will be necessary niture, a carload of automobiles and
well as a pleasant summer retreat. to keep the sufferer f'om thinking several pianos.
he Is starving, though a few glasses
The 1907-- 8 term of the Unlvers of milk will furnish more food.
rosrnvE proof.
ity of New Mexico will open on Mon
Uiwuits and Ice tea will not add
day, August 19. According to memanything to the work of the diges- Should Convince the Greatest Skeptic
bers of the faculty, the fall semester tive organs and yet will seem to rein Ainuqurrque.
will be the banner one of the univers
lieve hunger. There Is not much tis
Because
the evidence of an Al
ity s history.
Estimates
made b sue building material In fruits either. buquerque it's
citizen.
President Tight and Dean C. E. Hod- "With such a menu as this you
Testimony easily Investigated.
girl Indicate that the enrollment will will never r
that you will starve,
strongest endorsement of
The
exceed 200 on opening day, an In and yet there Is so little nutriment In merit.
crease of sixty per cent over the op the foods mentioned that little heat
proof. Read It:
The
best
ening enrollment or last year.
will be generated In the body from
J M. Parker, living at 317 South
36 2d
eating them."
street, Albuquerque, N. M.,
"Hut is this your own summer Fourth
says: "Uoan s Kidney Pills are en
The coroner's jury pronounced menu?" some one ased.
praise I can
the death of Lorenzo Chavez at the
roplled, imea to me strongest
"Oh. no," the physician
I never placed much
Copper Queen smelter ore beds at "the heat doesn't bother me and I give them.
in patent medicines, but I can
Douglas, Arizona. Saturday
after eat whatever I please. I thought you faith
say I have derived more good from
noon due to "unavoidable accident." wanted some theory.
s
Doan Kidney Pills than I supposed
Several of the train crew who saw
it would be possible for me to get
Chavez fall testified that he was
l'or an Impaired Appetite.
from any kind of medicine or treatstanding loosely on the platform of
Improve
To
appetite
the
and ment. Several years ago I began to
the ore car and Just before the car strengthen the digestion
try a few
stopped fell without apparent rea
indications of kidney com
doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and notice
plaint. A year ago my condition
son beneath the wheels. The suppos
Tablets. Mr. J. H. Seltz, of De- reached the state where I was
ition Is that he lost his balance. Only Liver
an altroit, Mich., says: "They restored my most constant sufferer from pain
one truck passed over his body, but appetite
in
Impaired,
me
when
relieved
my back and trouble of an alarming
he died shortly afterward.
of a bloated feeling and caused a
existed with the kidney secre
and satisfactory movement nature
Romero, a young
Tomas
man pleasantbowels."
Hons. On one occasion the kidney
Price 25 cents. Sam- secretions
the
about 32 years, and a resident of of
stopped altogether and I
Undo Juan Pais, was adjudged In ples free. All druggists.
had to have a physician draw it from
o
sane at a hearing before Chief Jus
me. At that time I was employed as
tice Mills at Las Vegas Saturday.
a locomotive engineer and had to give
Romero has been confined in the TO KEEP WAGONS
up this work, as the Jar of the engine
Vegas
county
Las
Jail for the past
made the pain In my back beyond enthree weeks, and at times has been
durance. I suffered from pain across
very violent, and would tear his
my
and in both sides over my
OFF AUTO ROAD nips loins
clothes from his person and It was
mat i would have to sit down in
dangerous for persons to go near
a
and
chair
lean my back against
him. It was necessary to place him
something to support it. At night
In a straight Jacket In order to bring
aner i would retire I would not sleep
Silver City, X. M.. August 12.
him before the court.
(SiH'olal)
L. J. Carter, who Is man any more than an hour before the
ager of the Mogollon auto road, has pain would waken me: then I would
HAIR DRESSER AND cinnopo- - commenced active operation In put- have to sit up In bed and bend over
DIST.
ting the
between Silver City in order to get relief. The kidney
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppo and the road
Mogollon
in good secretions were very profuse, and
site the Alvarado and next door to shape. The road willdistrict
be
what added to my misery was a
St urges' cafe. Is prepared
to give for the use of the autos onconstructed
burning, scalding sensation which acthe
thorough scalp treatment, do hair line oniy and instead of bridgingstage
the companied
the secretions.
About
dressing, treat corns, bunions and In arroyos troughs will be constructed
months ago I learned of Doan's
growing nails.
She gives massage Mr the auto wheels to run in. This three
Kidney Pills and procured a supply.
Mrs, will make It impossible for
treatment and manicuring.
heavy In a short
time every difficulty was
Bambini's own preparation of com wagons to use the road.
corrected
and 1 have no trouble at all
plexion cream builds up the skin and
with my back and kidneys now. I
Improves the complexion, and is
am as well and strong as ever and
Should Know."
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She says "Everybody
Hays,
O.
G.
a
am
prominent
busicertain that I could take up the
also prepares a hair tonic that cures ness man
Bluff, Mo.,
Buck- - work that I had to give up, and could
and prevents dandruff and hair fall Ipn'a Arnlnnof Salv. la thathatiinlnlr..
do
It
without any trouble. On occaing out restores life to dead hair: nnd snreut hcoiini, mivn
without number I have recomremoves moles, warts and superfluous to a sore, burn or wound, or to a sions
mended Doan's Kidney Pills, and
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator esse nf niles. i'v ne it ar,
whatever
I can say for them will alinauiimtTo.
ohm,i " '.,,,,.-,,-,
ror any oiemisn or me what I'm taikini,
ways afford me pleasure."
.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini, bv all
2r.
For sale by all dealers.
Price 60
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo.
New York, sole agents for the UnlUd
Stater.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
No. 24
non-refll-

needed

Classified Advertisements!

WAS COSTLY

Arraigned at Tucson Charged
Foods for Summer That Add Result of Carelessness Mounts
Euitene Thompson, for three years
a resident of Las Vegas, dropped
With Crime Committed
No Heat to One's
Into Six Figure
dead of heart disease at Atlantic
City
was
last
He
week.
called
there
Years Ago.
System.
Column.
ten days ago by the serious illness
Tucson. Ariz., August 12 Charged
ith having entered the house of
rrancls de los Reyes at Tanque Ver
de more than a year, aro and at the
point of a gun terrorizing the fam
ing, taxing ail their valuables, Adoi
fo Mayo was arraigned yesterday be
fore Justice Scott on a charge of
burglary. His hearing was not concluded and was continued until to
day.
Mayo In justice court yesterday
was positively identified by Mrs. de
ios Keyes as the robber who en
tered the house and frightened the
entire iamiiy.
The robbery was one of the bold
est ever known In this county. It
was committed early in the evening.
The robber approached the ranch
house and the people, thinking It
was either a friend coming for a vis
It or a stranger passing by, paid no
attention to him. They were startled
by a command to throw up their
hands and they suddenly found
themselves looking Into a

PAGE SEVKH.

WEATHER FREIGHT WRECK

EATING

g
Las Veiras will enforce her
ordinance.
The post office at Kymo, Yavapai
county, Arizona, has been discontinued.
Lee Christopher
and Miss Mary
Hyatt were united in marlage last
week at Artesia, New Mexico, Rev.
E. E. Muthes officiating.
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Hats at

Proposition In Shoes

$5.00
4.50
3.50
3.00
3.00

over-crowd-

Important factors in
The three
footwear are Style, Kit and Quality.
The proposition, Is how to secure
them at the lowest cost.
It is easy when the latter Is not lo
he reckoned.
But to soil Khoes that the mo.'t people want, at the price they are willing to pay rein'ires enterprise, capital, low expenses.
All these things are In our favor,
enabling us to solve the proposition
to the satisfaction and profit of our
customers. Become one of them.

$2.90

J.90

They

Don't forget those Fancy Hose
which we are selling at

to S1.00
.'....$1.50 to $5.00
83 to $2.50

Men's High or Ixnv Shoos
Women's High or Low Shoes
Children's High or Ixw Shoes

1907.

HAT SALE

APIIS

X 314

H.

P. C. Labbe, sppcln.1 representative
of the Occidental
Insurance
L'fe
company, will lem
tonight for a
buMness trip In Arizona.
Mrs. ChNrle S. Kessler, mother of
Mrs. Dr. Rice, Is expected to arrive
SLEEPLESSNESS.
PA K A O 1
here from Wallas. Texas, on Wednesday to visit Dr. and Mrs. Rice.
Do you know what makes people lar
L Ohlln, secretary and treasurer
about at night?
VOU UKV TIIK otixkn?
We have placed on sale for this week only
of the Ouani Trading company, at wake and loss and roll
uoctort tell you
Guam,
M.. Is spending several
N.
owing to the fnct th.it even
there
are
various
days In the city on business. Mr.
ten dozen of fine, nobby up to date
the beat carrier hoys The Citicauses. I tell you
ohlln was manager for the Amerizen Is uhle to secure will now
Is one of the
company
nnd
can
Fuel
it's
stomach
greatly reduced prices to close out
ami then full to deliver your paprominent men of McKlnley county.
trouble. I know it
per nnd also owing to the faet
because
I've
seen
may
Mrs.
your
Grant
neighbor
now
Phelan,
of
Mary
the
and quote the following prices
that
thousands of cases
building, who has Just returned from
nnd then unthinkingly appropand watched them.
a pleasure trip to California, expects
riate The t'ltizen left nt your
to leave within a few days for St.
A atomach that
door nnd forget to return It.
Louis.
has received
Mrs. Phelan
with
Is
this paper has arranged
word of the death of her father and
the Postal Telegraph compnny
Knox Telescope Hats at
with
undigested,
Is going to St. Louis to settle an esto deliver you an extra copy In
decaying food mat
parent.
yours
to
deaceasej
by
tate left
falls
her
the event that
Stetson Hats at
2.90
ter effects every orreach you. There Is no additionThe committee In charge of sellgan of the human
al expense to you. If your paBeacon
Hats
ing tickets to the benetlt dance to
MRS. GEO. WKISEU
at
1.90
bodv. It Mil.
per does not reach you by regbe given at Colombo hall Thursday nervousness
-headaches,
up
the
constipation.
call
Pntal
Tfger Hats at
ular carrier company
night for the Mcintosh Browns are Impure
1.90
blood, poor circulation and dulla
PHONE
Telegraph
meeting with great success, nnd the
Nl'MHKIt 36 find tell them. A
Nobby
will be .tie mind. It makes one restless and un
hop
Hats
Assorted
at
the
that
Indications
are
messenger hoy will supply you
a very pleasant affair. The Ellis or- easy. When your stomach is workina
with a copy of The Citizen. In
chestra of six piece will furnish the right you feel right. You sleep well and
this manner, we can also keep
music.
you eat well.
All these goods are the season's styles.
track of the "misses" of our
People eome to me day after day and
Over twenty tournnuts went from
own carriers and you can get
yestercanyon
Albuquerque to Hear
tell me they can't rest afir
your paper ruin or whine.
simply represent broken lines which we deday for outings.
The number of They have
KKMKMBEK THE NUMBER
headache.
At night
camping parties In the canyon Is now they go to beddull
PHONE 35.
simply
because
they
are
sportslarge and a number of local
sire to clean up before the end of the season
men are making startling records In exhausted. They catch a few cat naps
nd jet up in the morning feeling as worn
a
are
number
shooting.
dove
There
Hon. Solomon Laina, of L03 Lunas, of Albuquerque people In Hell and out as they did before.
Is In the city today.
I hsve recommended
Coyote canyons and they report the
Cooper's New
Attorney V. B. Ohllders returned good dove shooting from that quar- Discovery, a regular diet, regular habits
last night from Santa Ke.
ter also.
and invariably these same people come-t- o
Mis M. Paynter left for Chicago
me afterwards and tell me they feeljSlch
this morning on a business trip.
better because they cat well and slecpwell.
Mrs. F. O. Lacy left last night to JOE HARRIS IS
Herewith is a sample.
visit relatives In Kansas City, Mo.
A letter I received from Mrs. Geo.
C. V. Safford. territorial traveling
Weiiel, 1121 Providence Road, Scranton,
auditor, returned to Santa Fe yesterPa., says:
DECLARED
are
much more
day.
"I suffered for three years from stomlast
returned
Mrs. Mary Phelan
ach
trouble,
inactive
liver
and rheumaAlso bear in mind
is left of our
night from a five weeks' visit In CaliIn the matter of Joe Harris, for tism. Everything I ate disagreed with ma
fornia..
I
lay
night
1
awake
be
and
was
night.
riled
he
a
after
petition
had
that
stock of
Clothing goes regardless
Mrs. M. A. Sharp lef the city Satur- whom
to the territorial Insane no pleasure in life and could scarcely do
day evening for a trip to San Diego committed
Vegas. It was decided my work about the house. I heard from
asylum
at
Las
of value or cost.
and the coast.
by the court upon the evidence of
neighbor of Cooper's New Disoovery
Misses Daisy Huntzlnger and J. A. County Physician John H. Pearce,
I
nd
bought
bottles
of
two
helped
It
it.
Goss returned last night from an who examined the man, that he was
outing at the Pecos.
sane. Hence he was discharged. Har- me right away. Now I have good apThe Central
and never suffer from indigestion.
C. K. Schaejfer, of Denison. Iowa, ris Is the young colored Methodist petite
ago 1 sleep well and awake refreshed. I want
Avenue Clothier
is .spending a few days In the city exhorter, who about a month
was committed to the county jail for to thank you from the bottom of mv heart
on a visit with friends.
imthat time he
for what this medicine has done for me."
Louis 11. Trauer, a well known safe keeping. At unseen
person was
sheep Ibuyer. returned to the city-las-t agined that some
kill
him.
The Cooper medicines have a larger
him
to
after
night from the east.
sale than any medicine on the market.
H. O. Iiursum, mayor of Socorro,
Our c6stoincn speak highly of Uicm.
is a visitor in the city today, accomE IS STOLEN
panied by Mrs. Bursum.
TOO IiATK TO CLASSIFY.
In
t09 North First St.
D. D. Uronson, chief Inspector
the forest service, left on a business
to
city
CORRAL
In
WANTED
Places
this
All
of
Kindt
Indian
and Mexican Goods. Tba Cheapest
trip to Denver last night.
earn board and room by girls and
Navajo
bay
to
Blankots and Mtxlcan Drawn Work
Place
an Inspector
U. E. Stoutenmeyer,
boys who desire to attend the Uniof the reclamation service, was a visiversity. Address R. S. Asplund, 410
Carefully
Order
Mall
and Promptly rillmd.
disappeared
A
the
from
horse
tor in the city yesterday.
South Seventh street.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dleck-nian3
H. DuVal, of Santa Fe, was a visihealthy
people,
To
RENT
FOR
801 South Third
street last
tor in the city yesterday, returning night and the Indications are that it
or 4 room modern house, furnishto the capital last evening.
ed.
Inquire 713 West Silver avewas stolen. The gate to the corral
nue.
wife,
have
who
H. B.
In which the animals was confined
irant and
DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS
ibeen visiting here for some time, left, had been opened and then shut, but FOR "SALE At a bargain, furniture
today for Denver, their home.
rooming house. Must
of a
left unhooked. When It was suggestsell at once. Apply 217 Vi South
Miss Juana Armljo, daughter of ed to Mr. Dleckmann that the horse
THE TIME
v
gotten away, by unSecond street.
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo, left today might have Just
gate
Dleckitself,
Mr.
hooking
the
CASH
ONLY
FOR
for a vacation at Jemez Hot Springs.
There's nothing so good for a sore
said: "Oh, no. There Is - no
Jay HuHbs, manager of the terri- mann
throat as Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil. INCREASING IN VALUE STEADabout It having been stolen."
torial fair, 19 In Denver, where he is doubt
96.50
The horse is the animal until re- Cures It In a few hours. Relieves any ILY, 15 TO 20 PEIt CENT. WE American Block per ton
making arrangements for attractions. cently
Cerrlllos Lump
0.50
ridden by Mrs.. Stanley Wells pain In any part.
IICNDltEl)
HAVE
UOLLAKS
FIVE
8.50
Juan K. Fernandez, of El Paso, anil is valued at H0. It is a brown
OF SMALL STONES WE Anthracite Nut
Piles get qulcx ana certain relief WORTH
spent Sunday in the city. He has with two 'white front feet.
9.00
WILL SEIJi AT liOWEIt PRICES Anthracite Mixed
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment-Pleas- e TILVN
been to the coast and la en route to
9.50
THEY CAN E BOUGHT At Anthracite, furnace sizes
note it is made alone for WHOLESALE.
his home.
8.00
Clean Gas Coke
The great Southwest Magazine, deSmithing Coal.
of the Cud-ah- y voted to boosting New Mexico, Ari Piles, and its action Is positive and
VANN JEWELRY CO.
H. Fey,
Packing company,
with head- zona and the southwest, wants a sub certain. Itching, painful, protruding
One Door South of Drug Stonp.
by
magic
disappear
piles
or
like
blind
ew
every
town in
quarters at Wichita, Kan., Is in the scription
for
glass
Large nickel-cappe- d
city on (business.
the southwest, uur lib Its use.
j Mexico and
The Futrelle Furniture Co., West
proposition
an Income Jars 60 cents. Sold by all dealers.
gives
one
eral
Jacksonville,
Wylder.
of
Miss Ethel
end viaduct, are receiving dally all
25 to 135 a week. Write us at
111., sister of Dr. Wylder, who has of
kinds of household furniture and are
518 Temple
Court, Denver
prepared
been visiting here for two months, once.
to furnish your house
Colorado.
ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
promptly, cash or payments.
left Saturday for California.
o
LUMBER MILL WOOD,
C. P. Owen and wife, of Flagstaff,
NOTICE.
Green
Ariz., arrived here last night from
try
money
BUREAU
darning
save
To
and
I hereby give notice that after this
.as
Jemez Hot Springs, where they have date
style 15 for the boy and style 10 for Factory
I will not be responsible for any
been visiting for several weeks.
the girl of our Black Cat stockings.
Second
8.
debts contracted by my wife, Elnira
206
Street
T. D. Burns, a well known business Lawers, except
Price 25c. We guarantee satisfactory
for medical treatwear. C. May's Shoe store, 314 West
man of the territory, was a visitor in ment and the filling of prescriptions.
Wanted-FemHouse
keeper
Cook
and
ale
Central avenue.
the city Saturday and Sunday, returnTHOMAS K. LAWERS.
Amarilla,
ing to his home in Tlerra
men,
today.
stockings
for
Our Black Cat
John Wiley and several other resi- women and children outwear any- a
They are
dents of Silver City who were recent- thing on the market.
ly called to Denver to testify in the boon to everybody who has no time,
12 ij
darning;
ability
or
inclination
for
case against the Lost Spanish Bullion
C.
May's Shou
Mining company, have returned to to 50 cents paJr.
store, 314 West Central avenue.
their homes.
Uoy Stamm. secretary of the terriOne pint mineral water cures and
torial fair, will probably go to Santa prevents
constipation. Ask your gro115-11- 7
Fe during the present week to ad- cer for It.
sevvertise the fair and consult with
Between Railroad and Copper Ave. f Tel. 74
eral persons about historical exhibEconomy
are
and
satisfaction
its.
found In our Black Cat stockings for
Ralph Halloran, the life Insurance men, women and children. Prices
agent, left last night for Los Angeles, range from 12 He to 60c. C. May's
from where he will go to his home at Shoe store. 314 West Central avenua.
Berkley, Cal. Mr. Halloran was In
WANTED.
New Mexico looking after mining and
A COMPKTKNT
IIOOKKF.KPKR
property Interests and Incidentally
AND
ADDHKSS It.
(dUiMTOH.
calling on a feiw Insurance clients.
officio,
caitk
citizkn'
8tatinu
The big sale at the Golden Rule kxpkuikxck, ami kxclosixg
still booming. Chance to clothe your- -' PROOF.
toself at away down .prices. Music
night by the Barnum & Bailey sex-- I
1UT. TALK.
tette under the direction of Professor
Ellis. Come and buy, and see what
Everybody buys rugs. Rut do you
ocyour neighbors buy. Enjoyable
buy a seamless? Futrelle Furniture
Company.
casion promised.

PERSONAL

V

ACGrsT

$1.85

2 pair for 25 cts.

They

SM

worth

than that.

that what

0

If in Need of Fixtures
Call on

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

We Have the Largest Stock of
Fixtures Ever Seen

in

the City

Summer

CTCD1VT
CllVinW .JlljLYll

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

mm

n,

--

C O A L

six-roo- m

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

321-32-

GO.

Tinners

3

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

Savin
Ice Pads

Line of

White

Refrig-

erators
is the
most

complete
in the city

Water
Coolers

Ice

Jg!

Cream
Freezers

Water
Filters

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

V

WOOD

W. H. HAHN & GO.

NORTH FIRST STREET

Refrigerators, Garden Hose. Garden Tools

Just Arrived

mm

ALL

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

THE

Diamond

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

j

Palace

RAILROAD
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut duss. Clocks, Silverware,
your Undo and guarantee A SQUAItK DEAL.

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

When you desire Absolute
Comfort In Properly r it ted
Olasse Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

AVE

Opticians

Exclusive

We Invite
1

Lense Grinding done on Premis s

10 S. Second St.

Shaw's Bakery

IJ'e Xecd the Room, You Need the Suit.

All Outing Suits

1

It's the talk of the town, those
pies like mother (in law) made.

HSE3CE3

6

Phone 1056

For Men On SPECIAL SALE
'
j

&

Hatw
Trhiimcd
Tor the Next Ten Days

to CIom)
Summer Stock,
MISS C. P. CRANK, Millinery
PivsMiimklni; Pnrlors, 512
North Secoiul St.
At I.ens Thau Cost

Sale Price Your Choice
Only 7m5Q Only

Out
anil

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing
Mine and Mill
Hercules Powder

FANCY DRY GOODS
Iunn tn Onler.
MulerluU for

StaiupliiK

Mrs. M.

STUDY OUR GOLD AVENUR WJNDOWS

C

224 W.

Wilson
TICKETS

I

R.R.
RGSEKFIf

MiO

Gold

49

Tinning

Hieh Explosives

'

Tunsaetlons
Cuarantteo
II8W.S. R.Aie

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited

BOUGHT. SCLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offleo

Ili'S,

and

and

FANCY JyORK

All Black and Blue Suits Reserved

0

Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers

and have one delivered.

We how 45 Men's two- - piece
Outing Suits worth from $8.00
to $13.50, hardly two alike

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

None Better

nr.

atromx
rifttroot

tie.403. North rirmt
401,

i f 3,

mouth

Albuquerque, lie

Mexico

